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Abstract
In this article, we consider uniform spanning tree (UST) in topological rectan-
gles with alternating boundary conditions. The Peano curves associated to the UST
converge weakly to hypergeometric SLE8, denoted by hSLE8. From the convergence
result, we obtain the continuity and reversibility of hSLE8 as well as an interesting
connection between SLE8 and hSLE8. The loop-erased random walk (LERW) branch
in the UST converges weakly to SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1). We also obtain the limiting
joint distribution of the two end points of the LERW branch.
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1 Introduction
In [Sch00], O. Schramm introduced a random process—Schramm Loewner Evolution (SLE)—as a candi-
date for the scaling limit of interfaces in two-dimensional critical lattice models. The setup is as follows.
A Dobrushin domain (Ω;x, y) is a bounded simply connected domain Ω ( C with two boundary points
x, y such that ∂Ω is locally connected. We denote by (xy) the boundary arc going from x to y in counter-
clockwise order. Suppose (Ωδ;xδ, yδ) is an approximation of (Ω;x, y) on δZ2. Consider a critical lattice
model on Ωδ with certain Dobrushin boundary conditions, for instance, Ising model, percolation, uni-
form spanning tree etc. In these examples, it comes naturally an interface in Ωδ connecting xδ to yδ.
It is conjectured that such interface has a conformally invariant scaling limit which can be identified by
SLEκ where the parameter κ varies for different models. Since the introduction of SLE, there are several
models for which the conjecture is proved: the Peano curve in uniform spanning tree converges to SLE8
and the loop-erased random walk converges to SLE2 [LSW04], the interface in percolation converges to
SLE6 [Smi01], the level line of discrete Gaussian free field converges to SLE4 [SS09], the interface in Ising
model converges to SLE3 and the interface in FK-Ising model converegs to SLE16/3 [CDCH
+14]. The
proof requires two inputs: 1st. the tightness of interfaces; 2nd. discrete martingale observable. With the
tightness, there is always subsequential limits of interfaces; and then one uses the observable to identify
the subsequential limits.
Dobrushin boundary conditions are the simplest. It is then natural to consider critical lattice models
with more complicated boundary conditions. One possibility is to consider the model in polygons with
alternating boundary conditions. In general, a polygon (Ω;x1, . . . , xp) is a bounded simply connected
domain Ω ⊂ C with distinct boundary points x1, . . . , xp in counterclockwise order, such that ∂Ω is locally
connected. In this article, we focus on topological rectangles (Ω; a, b, c, d), i.e. a polygon with four
marked points on the boundary, and we call it a quad. Suppose (Ωδ; aδ, bδ, cδ, dδ) is an approximation
of (Ω; a, b, c, d) on δZ2. Consider a critical lattice model on Ωδ with alternating boundary conditions, it
turns out that the scaling limit of interfaces in this case becomes hypergeometric SLE, denoted by hSLE,
which is a variant of SLE process. For instance, the interface in critical Ising model in quad converges to
hSLE3, see [Izy15] and [Wu20], the interface in critical FK-Ising model in quad converges to hSLE16/3,
see [KS18] and [BPW18]. In this article, we focus on uniform spanning tree in quad with alternating
boundary conditions. Not surprisingly, the associated Peano curve converges to hSLE8 process. When
the third author of this article introduced hSLE process in [Wu20], she only treated the process with
κ ∈ (0, 8) due to technical difficulty. The first goal of this article is to address hSLE process with κ = 8.
1.1 Hypergeometric SLE with κ = 8
Hypergeometric SLE is a two-parameter family of random curves in quad. The two parameters are κ > 0
and ν ∈ R, and we denote it by hSLEκ(ν). The continuity and reversibility of such process are addressed
in [Wu20] for κ ∈ (0, 8). Our first main result is about the continuity and reversibility of hSLEκ(ν) with
κ = 8.
Theorem 1.1. Fix ν ≥ 0 and x1 < x2 < x3 < x4. The process hSLE8(ν) in the upper half-plane H
from x1 to x4 with marked points (x2, x3) is almost surely generated by a continuous curve denoted by η.
Furthermore, the process η enjoys reversibility: the time-reversal of η has the law of hSLE8(ν) in H from
x4 to x1 with marked points (x3, x2).
We denote hSLE8(ν) by hSLE8 when ν = 0, and the rest of the introduction will focus on hSLE8. We
will discuss the connection between SLE8 and hSLE8. To this end, we first generalize the definition of
hSLE8 for general quad. For a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d), let φ be any conformal map from Ω onto H such that
φ(a) < φ(b) < φ(c) < φ(d). We define hSLE8 in Ω from a to d with marked points (b, c) to be φ
−1(η)
where η is an hSLE8 in H from φ(a) to φ(d) with marked points (φ(b), φ(c)). Let us discuss the connection
between SLE8 and hSLE8. On the one hand, hSLE8 degenerates to SLE8 when the marked points collapse,
see Lemma 1.2. On the other hand, we may also find hSLE8 inside SLE8, see Proposition 1.3.
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Lemma 1.2. Suppose x1 < x2 < x3 < x4. Suppose η ∼ hSLE8 in H from x1 to x4 with marked points
(x2, x3). Then, let x3 → x4, the law of η converges weakly to SLE8(2) in H from x1 to x4 with force point
x2. If we further let x2 → x4, the law of SLE8(2) converges weakly to SLE8 in H from x1 to x4.
Proposition 1.3. Fix x < y and suppose η ∼ SLE8 in H from x to ∞. Let Ty be the first time that
η swallows y, and denote by γ the right boundary of η[0, Ty]. Note that γ is a continuous simple curve
starting from y and terminating at some point in (−∞, x). Let τ be any stopping time for γ before the
terminating time. Then the conditional law of (η(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ty) given γ[0, τ ] is hSLE8 in H \ γ[0, τ ] from
x to y− with marked points (y+,∞) conditional that its first hitting point on γ[0, τ ] is given by γ(τ).
In Section 2, we will give preliminaries on SLE; and in Section 3, we will give definition of hSLEκ(ν).
In fact, we will address hSLEκ(ν) for κ ≥ 8 in Section 3. As the case of κ > 8 is less relevant, we omit
the corresponding conclusion in the introduction. We will derive some partial result towards continuity of
hSLE8 in Section 3. The full continuity result will be based on the convergence of UST, see Section 1.2.
Note also that Lemma 1.2 holds for general κ > 0. However, Proposition 1.3 only holds for κ = 8 and
its proof is based on an interesting observation for UST. We will complete the proof of Proposition 1.3 in
Section 5.
1.2 Uniform spanning tree (UST)
Let us come back to uniform spanning tree. The square lattice Z2 is the graph with vertex set V (Z2) :=
{(m,n) : m,n ∈ Z} and edge set E(Z2) given by edges between nearest neighbors. This is our primal
lattice. Its dual lattice is denoted by (Z2)∗. The medial lattice (Z2) is the graph with centers of edges of Z2
as vertex set and edges connecting nearest vertices. Suppose a sequence of medial quads (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , d

δ)
approximates some quad (Ω; a, b, c, d), and let Ωδ ⊂ Z2 be the corresponding graph on the primal lattice,
see details in Section 4.2. We consider uniform spanning tree (UST) on Ωδ with alternating boundary
conditions: the edges in the boundary arcs (aδbδ) and (cδdδ) are forced to be contained in the UST. Let
Tδ be the UST on Ωδ with such alternating boundary conditions. Then there exists a triple of curves
(ηLδ ; γ
M
δ ; η
R
δ ) such that η
L
δ runs along the tree Tδ from aδ to dδ, and γMδ is the unique branch in Tδ
connecting (aδbδ) to (cδdδ), and η
R
δ runs along the tree Tδ from bδ to cδ, see Figure 1.1 and see detail in
Section 4.2. We have the following convergence of the triple (ηLδ ; γ
M
δ ; η
R
δ ).
Theorem 1.4. Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Suppose that a sequence of medial
quads (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , d

δ) converges to (Ω; a, b, c, d) in the following sense (see (4.2)):
(aδb

δ)→ (ab), (bδcδ)→ (bc), (cδdδ)→ (cd), (dδaδ)→ (da) as curves, as δ → 0.
Consider the UST in (Ωδ; aδ, bδ, cδ, dδ) with alternating boundary conditions and consider the triple of
curves (ηLδ ; γ
M
δ ; η
R
δ ) as described above. Then the triple (η
L
δ ; γ
M
δ ; η
R
δ ) converges weakly to a triple of
continuous curves (ηL; γM ; ηR) whose law is characterized by the following properties: the marginal law
of ηL is hSLE8 in Ω from a to d with marked points (b, c); given η
L, the conditional law of ηR is SLE8 in
Ω \ ηL from b to c; and γM = ηL ∩ ηR.
Furthermore, given γM , denote by ΩL and ΩR the two connected components of Ω \ γM such that ΩL
has a, d on the boundary and ΩR has b, c on the boundary, then the conditional law of ηL is SLE8 in Ω
L
from a to d and the conditional law of ηR is SLE8 in Ω
R from b to c, and ηL and ηR are conditionally
independent given γM .
In Section 4, we introduce UST and prove the convergence of the Peano curve and complete the proof
of Theorem 1.4. The strategy is similar as for Dobrushin boundary conditions: we first derive the tightness
of the Peano curves and construct a discrete martingale observable, and then identify the subsequential
limits through the observable. This part is a generalization of the work in [Sch00] and [LSW04], and we
proceed following a simplification advocated by Smirnov [Smi06] and [DCS12]. As a byproduct, we obtain
the continuity and reversibility of hSLE8 and complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: The solid edges in black are wired boundary arcs (ab) and (cd), the solid edges in red are dual-wired
boundary arcs (b∗c∗) and (d∗a∗). The thin edges are in the tree T . The solid edges in green are in the branch γM
in T . This branch intersects (ab) at XM and intersects (cd) at YM . The two curves in orange are the Peano curves
ηL (from a to d) and ηR (from b to c).
1.3 Loop-erased random walk (LERW)
From Theorem 1.4, we see that the Peano curve ηLδ converges weakly to hSLE8 and the limit of γ
M
δ is
part of the boundary of hSLE8. In the following theorem, we provide an explicit characterization of the
limiting distribution of γMδ .
Theorem 1.5. Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Let K > 0 be the conformal
modulus of the quad (Ω; a, b, c, d), and let f(Ω;a,b,c,d) be the conformal map from Ω onto the rectangle
(0, 1) × (0, iK) which sends (a, b, c, d) to (0, 1, 1 + iK, iK). Assume the same setup as in Theorem 1.4.
Then the law of γMδ converges weakly to a continuous curve γ
M whose law is characterized by the following
properties. Denote by XM = γM ∩ (ab) and by YM = γM ∩ (cd).
(1) The law of the point f(Ω;a,b,c,d)(X
M ) is uniform in (0, 1).
(2) Given XM , the conditional law of γM is an SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in Ω from XM to (cd) with force
points (d, a; b, c) stopped at the first hitting time of (cd).
Furthermore, denote by xM = f(Ω;a,b,c,d)(X
M ) and yM = Ref(Ω;a,b,c,d)(Y
M ), the joint density of (xM , yM )
is given by
ρK(x, y) =
pi
4K
∑
n∈Z
(
1
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x− y − 2n)
) + 1
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x+ y − 2n)
)) , ∀x, y ∈ (0, 1). (1.1)
In Section 5, we work on the LERW branch and complete the proof of Theorem 1.5. We first derive
the joint distribution of the pair (XM , YM ) in Section 5.1. We derive the formula (1.1) through discrete
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observable. The analysis on discrete harmonic function from [CW19] plays an important role. We then
derive the conditional law of γM given XM in Section 5.2. The derivation follows the standard strategy:
showing the tightness and constructing discrete martingale observable. In fact, this part of the conclusion
is already solved in [Zha08c] in certain form. We provide detail of the proof in a self-contained way and
derive the explicit answer in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we provide an interesting observation for UST
and complete the proof of Proposition 1.3.
Remark 1.6. The C1-regularity on ∂Ω in Theorem 1.4 plays a crucial role when we derive the tightness
of the Peano curves, see the discussion in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In contrast, the C1-regularity on ∂Ω
in Theorem 1.5 is not necessary for the conclusion to be true. But we still keep the assumption as it will
simplify the proof.
Acknowledgment. We thank Yijun Wan and Dapeng Zhan for helpful discussion on UST and LERW.
2 Preliminaries on SLE
Notations
For z ∈ C and r > 0, we denote by B(z, r) the ball with center x and radius r. In particular, we denote
B(0, 1) by U.
Loewner chain
An H-hull is a compact subsetK of H such that H\K is simply connected. By Riemann’s mapping theorem,
there exists a unique conformal map gK from H \K onto H with normalization limz→∞ |gK(z)− z| = 0,
and we call a(K) := limz→∞ z(gK(z)− z) the half-plane capacity of K seen from ∞. Loewner chain is a
collection of H-hulls (Kt, t ≥ 0) associated to the family of conformal maps (gt, t ≥ 0) which solves the
following Loewner equation: for each z ∈ H,
∂tgt(z) =
2
gt(z)−Wt , g0(z) = z,
where (Wt, t ≥ 0) is a one-dimensional continuous function which we call the driving function. For z ∈ H,
the swallowing time of z is defined to be sup
{
t ≥ 0 : mins∈[0,t] |gs(z)−Ws| > 0
}
. Let Kt be the closure of
{z ∈ H : Tz ≤ t}. It turns out that gt is the unique conformal map from H\Kt onto H with normalization
limz→∞ |gt(z) − z| = 0. Since the half-plane capacity of Kt is limz→∞ z(gt(z) − z) = 2t, we say that the
process (Kt, t ≥ 0) is parameterized by the half-plane capacity. We say that (Kt, t ≥ 0) can be generated
by continuous curve (η(t), t ≥ 0) if, for any t, the unbounded connected component of H \ η[0, t] is the
same as H \Kt.
Schramm Loewner evolution
Schramm Loewner evolution SLEκ is the random Loewner chain driven by Wt =
√
κBt where κ > 0 and
(Bt, t ≥ 0) is one-dimension Brownian motion. SLEκ process is almost surely generated by continuous
curve η. The continuity for κ 6= 8 is proved in [RS05], and the continuity for κ = 8 is proved in [LSW04].
Moreover, the curve η is almost surely transient: limt→∞ |η(t)| =∞. When κ ∈ (0, 4], the curve is simple;
when κ ∈ (4, 8), the curve is self-touching; when κ ≥ 8, the curve is space-filling.
In the above, SLEκ is in H from 0 to ∞, we may define it in any Dobrushin domain (Ω;x, y) via
conformal image: let φ be any conformal map from Ω onto H such that φ(x) = 0 and φ(y) = ∞. We
define SLEκ in Ω from x to y to be φ
−1(η) where η is an SLEκ in H from 0 to ∞. When κ ∈ (0, 8], SLEκ
enjoys reversibility: suppose η is an SLEκ in Ω from x to y, the time-reversal of η has the same law as
SLEκ in Ω from y to x, proved in [Zha08b], [MS16b], [MS16c].
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SLEκ(ρ) process
SLEκ(ρ) process is a variant of SLEκ where one keeps track of multiple marked points. Suppose y
L =
(yL,l < · · · < yL,1 ≤ 0), yR = (0 ≤ yR,1 < yR,2 < · · · < yR,r) and ρL = (ρL,l, . . . , ρL,1), ρR =
(ρR,1, . . . , ρR,r) with ρL,i, ρR,i ∈ R. An SLEκ(ρL; ρR) process with force points (yL; yR) is the Loewner
chain driven by Wt which is the solution to the following system of SDEs:
dWt =
√
κdBt +
∑l
i=1
ρL,idt
Wt−V L,it
+
∑r
i=1
ρR,idt
Wt−V R,it
, W0 = 0;
dV L,it =
2dt
V L,it −Wt
, V L,i0 = y
L,i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ l;
dV R,it =
2dt
V R,it −Wt
, V R,i0 = y
R,i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r;
where (Bt, t ≥ 0) is one-dimensional Brownian motion. We define the continuation threshold of SLEκ(ρL; ρR)
to be the infimum of the time t for which
either
∑
i:V L,it =Wt
ρL,i ≤ −2, or
∑
i:V R,it =Wt
ρR,i ≤ −2.
SLEκ(ρ
L; ρR) process is well-defined up to the continuation threshold and it is almost surely generated
by continuous curve up to and including the continuation threshold, see [MS16a].
The law of SLEκ(ρ
L; ρR) is absolutely continuous with respect to SLEκ, and we will give the Radon-
Nikodym derivative below, see also [SW05]. To simplify the notation for the Radon-Nikodym derivative,
we focus on SLEκ(ρ) process when all force points are located to the same side of the process. Consider
SLEκ(ρ) with force points y where ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρn) ∈ Rn and y = (0 ≤ y1 < · · · < yn). The law of
SLEκ(ρ) with force points y is absolutely continuous with respect to SLEκ up to the first time that y1 is
swallowed, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative is Mt/M0 where
Mt =
∏
1≤i≤n
(
g′t(yi)
ρi(ρi+4−κ)/(4κ)(gt(yi)−Wt)ρi/κ
)
×
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(gt(yj)− gt(yi))ρiρj/(2κ). (2.1)
SLEκ(ρ
L; ρR) process can be defined in general polygons. Suppose (Ω; yL,l, . . . , yL,1, x, yR,1, . . . , yR,r, y)
is a polygon with l+r+2 marked points. Let φ be any conformal map from Ω onto H such that φ(x) = 0 and
φ(y) =∞. We define SLEκ(ρL; ρR) in Ω from x to y with force points (yL,l, . . . , yL,1; yR,1, . . . , yR,r) to be
φ−1(η) where η is an SLEκ(ρL; ρR) in H from 0 to∞ with force points (φ(yL,l), . . . , φ(yL,1);φ(yR,1), . . . , φ(yR,r)).
SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) process
Let us discuss SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) mentioned in Theorem 1.5. Suppose (Ω; d, a, x, b, c, y) is a polygon
with six marked points and consider SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in Ω from x to y with force points (d, a; b, c).
Note that the total of the force point weights is −4 which is 2−6. Such process is target independent in the
following sense: for distinct y1, y2 ∈ (cd), let ηi be the SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in Ω from x to yi with force
points (d, a; b, c), and let Ti be the first time that ηi hits (cd) (in fact, Ti is the continuation threshold
of ηi) for i = 1, 2. Then the law of (η1(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T1) is the same as the law of (η2(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T2).
See [SW05] for the target-independence for a general setup. As the law of (ηi(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ti) does not
depend on the location of the target point, we say that it is an SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in Ω from x to (cd)
with force points (d, a; b, c).
Finally, we discuss a duality result of SLE8. We will see in Section 5.3 that this duality result has a
close connection to Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 2.1. Fix x < y and suppose η is an SLE8 in H from x to ∞. Let Ty be the first time
that η swallows y, and denote by γ the right boundary of η[0, Ty]. Then the law of γ is the same as
SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in H from y to (−∞, x) with force points (x, y−; y+,∞).
Proof. See [Zha08a, Theorem 5.2] and [MS16a].
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3 Hypergeometric SLE with κ ≥ 8
Define the hypergeometric function (see Appendix A):
F (z) := 2F1
(
2ν + 4
κ
, 1− 4
κ
,
2ν + 8
κ
; z
)
. (3.1)
Note that it is a solution to the Euler’s hypergeometric equation (A.2). Set
h =
6− κ
2κ
, a =
ν + 2
κ
, b =
(ν + 2)(ν + 6− κ)
4κ
. (3.2)
For x1 < x2 < x3 < x4, define partition function
Zκ,ν(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (x4 − x1)−2h(x3 − x2)−2bzaF (z), where z = (x2 − x1)(x4 − x3)
(x3 − x1)(x4 − x2) . (3.3)
The process hSLEκ(ν) in H from x1 to x4 with marked points (x2, x3) is the Loewner chain driven by
Wt which is the solution to the following SDEs:{
dWt =
√
κdBt + κ(∂1 logZκ,ν)(Wt, V 2t , V 3t , V 4t )dt, W0 = x1;
dV it =
2dt
V it −Wt
, V i0 = xi, for i = 2, 3, 4;
(3.4)
where (Bt, t ≥ 0) is one-dimensional Brownian motion. It is clear that the process is well-defined up to
the swallowing time of x2. Combining (3.4) and (A.2), the law of hSLEκ(ν) is the same as SLEκ in H
from x1 to ∞ weighted by the following local martingale:
Mt = g
′
t(x2)
bg′t(x3)
bg′t(x4)
hZκ,ν(Wt, gt(x2), gt(x3), gt(x4)). (3.5)
In [Wu20, Section 3], the author proved the continuity of hSLEκ(ν) with κ ∈ (0, 8). In this section,
we will discuss the case for κ ≥ 8: We will show that the process is well-defined up to the swallowing time
of x3 which is denoted by Tx3 ; moreover, it is generated by a continuous curve η up to and including Tx3 .
After Tx3 , we continue the process as a standard SLEκ from η(Tx3) towards x4 in the remaining domain.
In the above, we have defined hSLE in H and we may extend the definition to general quad via
conformal image: For a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d), let φ be any conformal map from Ω onto H such that φ(a) <
φ(b) < φ(c) < φ(d). We define hSLEκ(ν) in Ω from a to d with marked points (b, c) to be φ
−1(η) where
η is an hSLEκ(ν) in H from φ(a) to φ(d) with marked points (φ(b), φ(c)).
3.1 Continuity of hSLE with κ ≥ 8
To derive the continuity of hSLEκ(ν), it is more convenient to work in H with x1 = 0 and x4 = ∞.
Consider hSLEκ(ν) in H from 0 to ∞ with marked points (x, y) where 0 < x < y. In this case, the
SDEs (3.4) becomes the following:dWt =
√
κdBt +
(ν+2)dt
Wt−V xt +
−(ν+2)dt
Wt−V yt − κ
F ′(Zt)
F (Zt)
(
1−Zt
V yt −Wt
)
dt, W0 = 0;
dV xt =
2dt
V xt −Wt , dV
y
t =
2dt
V yt −Wt , V
x
0 = x, V
y
0 = y; where Zt =
V xt −Wt
V yt −Wt .
(3.6)
We denote by Tx the swallowing time of x and by Ty the swallowing time of y. The main result of this
section is the continuity of the process up to and including Ty.
From (3.6), it is clear that the Loewner chain is well-defined up to Tx. As in (3.5), the process has
the same law as SLEκ in H from 0 to ∞ weighted by the following local martingale:
Mt = g
′
t(x)
bg′t(y)
b(gt(y)− gt(x))−2bZat F (Zt). (3.7)
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In particular, it is generated by continuous curve up to Tx. However, the continuity of the process around
Tx or Ty can be problematic in general. To understand the behavior of the process near Tx or Ty, we
first need to understand the asymptotic of the hypergeometric function F in the definition of the driving
function.
Lemma 3.1. Fix κ ≥ 8 and ν > −2. Denote by Γ the Gamma function. The function F defined in (3.1)
is increasing on [0, 1) with F (0) = 1. Moreover, we have the following asymptotic.
• When κ > 8 and ν > −2, we have
lim
z→1−
(1− z)1−8/κF (z) = 2F1
(
4
κ
,
2ν + 12
κ
− 1, 2ν + 8
κ
; 1
)
=
Γ(2ν+8κ )Γ(1− 8κ)
Γ(2ν+4κ )Γ(1− 4κ)
∈ (0,∞). (3.8)
• When κ = 8 and ν > −2, we have
lim
z→1−
F (z)
log 11−z
=
1√
pi
(ν + 2)Γ(2 + ν4 )
(ν + 4)Γ(32 +
ν
4 )
∈ (0,∞). (3.9)
Proof. In this lemma, we set
A =
2ν + 4
κ
, B = 1− 4
κ
, C =
2ν + 8
κ
.
When κ ≥ 8 and ν > −2, we have A > 0, B > 0, C > 0, thus F (z) is increasing on [0, 1). It remains to
derive the asymptotic.
When κ > 8 and ν > −2, by (A.3), we have
F (z) = (1− z) 8κ−1 2F1
(
4
κ
,
2ν + 12
κ
− 1, 2ν + 8
κ
; z
)
.
By (A.5), we have
2F1
(
4
κ
,
2ν + 12
κ
− 1, 2ν + 8
κ
; 1
)
=
Γ(2ν+8κ )Γ(1− 8κ)
Γ(2ν+4κ )Γ(1− 4κ)
∈ (0,∞).
This gives (3.8).
When κ = 8 and ν > −2, we have
lim
z→1−
F (z)
log 11−z
= lim
z→1−
(1− z)F ′(z) (by L’Hospital rule)
= lim
z→1−
AB
C
(1− z) 2F1 (A+ 1, B + 1, C + 1; z) (by (A.4))
= lim
z→1−
AB
C
2F1 (C −A,C −B,C + 1; z) (by (A.3))
=
AB
C
Γ(C + 1)Γ(A+B + 1− C)
Γ(1 +A)Γ(1 +B)
, (by (A.5))
as desired in (3.9).
Lemma 3.2. Fix κ ≥ 8, ν > −2 and 0 < x < y. Suppose η ∼ hSLEκ(ν) in H from 0 to ∞ with marked
points (x, y). Then η is generated by a continuous curve up to Ty.
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Proof. We compare the law of η with SLEκ(ν + 2, κ − 6 − ν) in H from 0 to ∞ with force points (x, y).
By (2.1) and (3.7), the Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by Rt/R0 where
Rt = F (Zt)(V
y
t −Wt)4/κ−1.
When κ > 8, we write
Rt = F (Zt)(1− Zt)1−8/κ(V yt − V xt )8/κ−1(V yt −Wt)−4/κ.
By (3.8), the function F (z)(1− z)1−8/κ is uniformly bounded for z ∈ [0, 1]. Define, for n ≥ 1,
Sn = inf{t : V yt − V xt ≤ 1/n}.
Then Rt is bounded up to Sn. Since SLEκ(ν+2, κ−6−ν) is generated by a continuous curve, the process
η is generated by a continuous curve up to Sn. This holds for any n, thus η is generated by a continuous
curve up to Ty = limn Sn.
When κ = 8, we write
Rt =
F (Zt)
log 11−Zt
(
log
1
1− Zt
)
(V yt −Wt)4/κ−1.
By (3.9), we know that F (z)/
(
log 11−z
)
is uniformly bounded for z ∈ [0, 1]. Define Sn in the same way
as before. Then Rt is bounded up to Sn. Similarly, the process η is continuous up to Ty = limn Sn.
In Lemma 3.2, we obtain the continuity of hSLEκ(ν) up to Ty by showing that the process is absolutely
continuous with respect to SLEκ(ν+2, κ−6−ν). However, the absolute continuity is nolonger true when
the process approaches Ty. In the following, we will derive the continuity of the process as t→ Ty. From
Lemma 3.1, we see that the asymptotic of F (z) as z → 1 is very different between κ > 8 and κ = 8. We
will treat the two cases separately: we prove the continuity of hSLE with κ > 8 in Lemma 3.3, and the
continuity with κ = 8 in Corollary 4.8.
Lemma 3.3. Fix κ > 8, ν ≥ κ/2 − 6 and 0 < x < y. Suppose η ∼ hSLEκ(ν) in H from 0 to ∞ with
marked points (x, y). Then η is generated by a continuous curve up to and including Ty.
Proof. Since hSLEκ(ν) is scaling invariant, we may assume y = 1 and x ∈ (0, 1). We denote Ty by T .
In this lemma, we discuss the continuity of the process (Kt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ) as t → T . We need to zoom
in around the point 1. To this end, we perform a standard change of coordinate and parameterize the
process according to the capacity seen from the point 1. See [SW05, Theorem 3] or [Wu20, Proof of
Proposition 3.2].
Set ϕ(z) = z/(1−z), this is the Mo¨bius transformation of H that sends the triple (0, 1,∞) to (0,∞,−1).
Denote by x˜ = ϕ(x) = x/(1 − x) > 0. Denote the image of (Kt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ) under ϕ by (K˜s, 0 ≤ s ≤ S˜)
where we parameterize this process by its capacity seen from ∞. Let (g˜s, s ≥ 0) be the corresponding
family of conformal maps and (W˜s, s ≥ 0) be the driving function. Then we know that the law of K˜s is
the same as SLEκ in H from 0 to ∞ weighted by the following local martingale:
M˜s = g˜
′
s(−1)hg˜′s(x˜)b(W˜s − g˜s(−1))−2hZ˜asF (Z˜s), where Z˜s =
g˜s(x˜)− W˜s
g˜s(x˜)− g˜s(−1) .
Compare the law of K˜ with respect to SLEκ(2; ν + 2) in H from 0 to ∞ with force points (−1; x˜). The
Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by R˜s/R˜0 where
R˜s = (1− Z˜s)1−8/κF (Z˜s)(g˜s(x˜)− g˜s(−1))1−8/κ−2a.
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When κ > 8 and ν ≥ κ/2− 6 > −2, the function (1− z)1−8/κF (z) is uniformly bounded on z ∈ [0, 1]
due to (3.8). The process g˜s(x˜) − g˜s(−1) is increasing in s, thus g˜s(x˜) − g˜s(−1) ≥ 1/(1 − x). Since
ν ≥ κ/2 − 6, the exponent of the term g˜s(x˜) − g˜s(−1) is 1 − 8/κ − 2a ≤ 0. Therefore, R˜s is bounded.
This implies that the law of K˜s is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of SLEκ(2; ν + 2) up to
and including the swallowing time of −1. Hence (K˜s, 0 ≤ s ≤ S˜) is generated by a continuous curve up
to and including S˜. In particular, this implies that the original process (Kt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ) is generated by a
continuous curve up to and including T .
To sum up the results in this section, we have the following continuity of hSLEκ(ν) when κ > 8.
Proposition 3.4. Fix κ > 8, ν ≥ κ/2 − 6 and x1 < x2 < x3 < x4. The process hSLEκ(ν) in H from x1
to x4 is almost surely generated by a continuous curve.
Proof. Lemma 3.3 gives the continuity of hSLEκ(ν) up to and including Tx3 . After Tx3 , we continue the
process by standard SLEκ in the remaining domain from η(Tx3) to x4. Thus, the process hSLEκ(ν) is
continuous for all time.
3.2 Discussion on time-reversal of hSLE
The time-reversal of SLEκ with κ > 8 was fully addressed in [MS17, Theorem 1.19]: consider SLEκ(ρ1; ρ2)
with force points next to the starting point for ρ1, ρ2 ∈ (−2, κ/2− 2), its time-reversal is an SLEκ(κ/2−
4− ρ2;κ/2− 4− ρ1) process with force points next to the starting point. In particular, the time-reversal
of SLEκ is an SLEκ(κ/2 − 4;κ/2 − 4) process. This indicates that the time-reversal of hSLEκ(ν) with
κ > 8 is a variant of SLEκ where one has four extra marked points. In particular, the time-reversal is
nolonger in the family of hSLE which is a variant of SLE with two extra marked points, see Lemma 3.5.
Therefore, it is only reasonable to talk about reversibility of hSLEκ(ν) with κ ≤ 8. The reversibility of
hSLEκ(ν) with κ < 8 was addressed in [Wu20, Section 3.3]. We will discuss the reversibility of hSLEκ(ν)
with κ = 8 in Section 3.3.
Lemma 3.5. When κ > 8 and ν ≥ κ/2− 6. The time-reversal of hSLEκ(ν) is not an hSLEκ(ν˜) for any
value of ν˜.
Proof. Fix x1 < x2 < x3 < x4. Suppose η is an hSLEκ(ν) in H from x1 to x4 and let ηˆ be its time-reversal.
Let γ be an hSLEκ(ν˜) in H from x4 to x1 with marked points (x3, x2). We will compare the laws of ηˆ and
γ in small neighborhood of x4.
• In the construction of η, we know that the process almost surely hits the interval (x3, x4) and after
the hitting time, we continue the process as a standard SLEκ in the remaining domain. Therefore,
the initial segment of ηˆ is the time-reversal of a standard SLEκ. By [MS17, Theorem 1.19], we know
that, in small neighborhood of x4, the law of ηˆ and the law of SLEκ(κ/2− 4;κ/2− 4) are absolutely
continuous with respect to each other.
• From the definition of hSLEκ(ν˜), we know that, in small neighborhood of x4, the law of γ and the
law of SLEκ are absolutely continuous with respect to each other.
Combining the above two observations, we see that ηˆ can not have the same law as γ, because SLEκ(κ/2−
4;κ/2− 4) and SLEκ are not absolutely continuous with respect to each other.
3.3 Continuity and reversibility of hSLE with κ = 8
The continuity and reversibility of hSLE8 will be given in Corollary 4.8 in Section 4.4. The proof there
is based on the convergence of the Peano curve for UST. Assuming this is true, we are able to complete
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. We may assume x1 = 0 < x2 = x < x3 = y < x4 = ∞. Suppose η ∼ hSLE8(ν)
in H from 0 to ∞ with marked points (x, y). Recall that η has the same law as SLE8 in H from 0 to ∞
weighted by the following local martingale:
Mt = g
′
t(x)
bg′t(y)
b(gt(y)− gt(x))−2bZat F (Zt), (3.10)
where
h =
−1
8
, a =
ν + 2
8
, b =
(ν + 2)(ν − 2)
32
, F (z) = 2F1
(
2a,
1
2
, 2a+
1
2
; z
)
.
Suppose γ ∼ hSLE8 in H from 0 to ∞ with marked points (x, y). Then γ has the same law as SLE8 in H
from 0 to ∞ weighted by the following local martingale:
Nt = g
′
t(x)
hg′t(y)
h(gt(y)− gt(x))−2hZ1/4t G(Zt), where G(z) = 2F1
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1; z
)
. (3.11)
Combining (3.10) and (3.11), we see that the law of η is the same as the law of γ weighted by the following
local martingale:
Rt =
Mt
Nt
=
(
g′t(x)g′t(y)
(gt(y)− gt(x))2
)ν2/32
× Zν/8t ×
F (Zt)
G(Zt)
.
The term Zt takes values in [0, 1], the term F (Zt)/G(Zt) is uniformly bounded due to (3.9). The term
g′t(x)g′t(y)
(gt(y)− gt(x))2
is the boundary Poisson kernel of the domain H \ γ[0, t] and it is positive and bounded from above by
(y − x)−2. Thus Rt is uniformly bounded and the law of η is absolutely continuous with respect to the
law of γ up to and including Ty.
By Corollary 4.8, the process γ is continuous up to and including Ty and γ∩ [x, y] = ∅. By the absolute
continuity, the process η is continuous up to and including Ty and η ∩ [x, y] = ∅. After Ty, we continue
the process by standard SLE8 in the remaining domain from η(Ty) to ∞. Thus η is a continuous curve
for all time.
It remains to show the reversibility. We denote by D the connected component of H \ γ with [x, y] on
the boundary. Since γ is continuous and γ ∩ [x, y] = ∅, we have Zt → 1 as t→ Ty. Thus, from (3.9),
Rt → HD(x, y)ν2/32 ×
√
pi
(ν + 2)Γ(2 + ν4 )
(ν + 4)Γ(32 +
ν
4 )
, as t→ Ty.
From this, we find that the law of η is the same as the law of γ weighted by the boundary Poisson kernel
HD(x, y)
ν2/32. Since the law of γ is reversible due to Corollary 4.8, and the boundary Poisson kernel is
conformally invariant, we obtain the reversibility of the law of η. This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 1.2. We may assume x1 = 0 < x2 = x < x3 = y < x4 = ∞. Suppose γ ∼ hSLE8 in H
from 0 to ∞ with marked points (x, y). The law of γ is the same as SLE8 in H from 0 to ∞ weighted by
Nt/N0 where Nt is the local martingale in (3.11). Note that
Nt
N0
= g′t(x)
hg′t(y)
h
(
gt(y)− gt(x)
y − x
)−2h(Zt
Z0
)1/4 G(Zt)
G(Z0)
, where Z0 =
x
y
, Zt =
gt(x)−Wt
gt(y)−Wt .
Fix t, we first let y →∞, then
Nt
N0
→ g′t(x)h
(
gt(x)−Wt
x
)1/4
.
This implies that the law of γ converges weakly to SLE8(2) from 0 to∞ with marked point x. We then let
x→∞, then Nt/N0 → 1. This implies that the law of SLE8(2) converges weakly to SLE8, and completes
the proof.
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4 Convergence of UST in quads
For a finite subgraph G = (V (G), E(G)) ⊂ Z2, we denote by ∂G the inner boundary of G: ∂G = {x ∈
V (G) : ∃y 6∈ V (G) such that {x, y} ∈ E(Z2)}. In this article, when we add the subscript or superscript
δ, we mean scaling subgraphs of the lattices Z2, (Z2)∗, (Z2) by δ.
Uniform spanning tree
Suppose that G = (V,E) is a finite connected graph, a tree T is a subgraph of G that has no loops. A
spanning tree is a tree that covers all the vertices. A uniform spanning tree on G is a probability measure
on the set of all spanning trees of G in which every tree is chosen with equal probability. Given a disjoint
sequence (αk : 1 ≤ k ≤ N) of trees of G, a spanning tree with (αk : 1 ≤ k ≤ N) wired is a spanning tree
T such that αk ⊂ T for 1 ≤ k ≤ N . A uniform spanning tree with (αk : 1 ≤ k ≤ N) wired is a probability
measure on the set of all spanning trees of G with (αk : 1 ≤ k ≤ N) wired in which every tree is chosen
with equal probability.
Space of curves
A path is defined by a continuous map from [0, 1] to C. Let C be the space of unparameterized paths in
C. Define the metric on C as follows:
d(γ1, γ2) := inf sup
t∈[0,1]
|γˆ1(t)− γˆ2(t)| , (4.1)
where the infimum is taken over all the choices of parameterizations γˆ1 and γˆ2 of γ1 and γ2. The metric
space (C, d) is complete and separable.
Let P be a family of probability measures on C. We say P is tight if for any  > 0, there exists a
compact set K such that P[K] ≥ 1−  for any P ∈ P. We say P is relatively compact if every sequence
of elements in P has a weakly convergent subsequence. As the metric space is complete and separable,
relative compactness is equivalent to tightness.
Convergence of discrete polygons
Recall that a polygon (Ω;x1, . . . , xp) is a bounded simply connected domain Ω ⊂ C with distinct boundary
points x1, . . . , xp in counterclockwise order, such that ∂Ω is locally connected. Let φ be any conformal
map from U onto Ω. Note that the local connectedness of ∂Ω is equivalent to that φ can be extended
continuously to U and is equivalent to that ∂Ω is a curve. See [Pom92, Theorem 2.1].
A sequence of discrete polygons (Ωδ;x
δ
1, . . . , x
δ
p) on δZ
2 is said to converge to a polgyon (Ω;x1, . . . , xp)
in the Carathe´odory sense if there exist conformal maps φδ from U onto Ωδ and conformal map φ from
U onto Ω such that φδ → φ as δ → 0 uniformly on compact subsets of U and φ−1δ (xδj) → φ−1(xj) for
1 ≤ j ≤ p.
We will encounter another type of convergence of polygons: consider a sequence of discrete polygons
(Ωδ;x
δ
1, . . . , x
δ
p) on δZ
2 converge to a polgyon (Ω;x1, . . . , xp) in the following sense:
(xδix
δ
i+1)→ (xixi+1) as curves in metric (4.1), as δ → 0, for i = 1, . . . , p, (4.2)
where we use the convention that xp+1 = x1. Note that such convergence implies the convergence in the
Carathe´odory sense. These two types of convergence apply to polygons in the medial lattice in a similar
way.
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4.1 UST with Dobrushin boundary conditions
Consider the medial lattice (Z2). We orient the edges of the medial lattice such that edges of a face
containing a vertex in Z2 are oriented counterclockwise and edges of a face containing a vertex in (Z2)∗ are
oriented clockwise. Let a, b be two distinct medial vertices, and (ab) = {a = v0 ∼ v1 ∼ ·· · ∼ vn = b}
and (ba) = {b = q0 ∼ q1 ∼ · · · ∼ qs = a} be two paths of neighboring medial vertices satisfying the
following conditions: (1) the edges along (ab) point in clockwise way with the orientation inherited from
the medial lattice; (2) the edges along (ba) point in counterclockwise way with the orientation inherited
from the medial lattice; (3) the two paths are edge-avoiding and (ab)∩ (ba) = {a, b}. See Figure 4.1.
Given (ab) and (ba), the medial Dobrushin domain (Ω; a, b) is defined as the subgraph of (Z2)
induced by the vertices enclosed by or on the path (ab) ∪ (ba). Let Ω ⊂ Z2 be the graph with edge
set consisting of edges passing through end-points of medial edges in E(Ω) \ (ba) and with vertex set
given by the endpoints of these edges. The vertices of Ω nearest to a, b are denoted by a, b and we
call (Ω; a, b) primal Dobrushin domain. Let (ab) be the set of edges corresponding to medial vertices in
(ab) ∩ ∂Ω. Let Ω∗ ⊂ Z2 be the graph with edge set consisting of edges passing through end-points of
medial edges in E(Ω) \ (ab) and with vertex set given by the endpoints of these edges. The vertices of
Ω∗ nearest to a, b are denoted by a∗, b∗. Let (b∗a∗) be the set of edges corresponding to medial vertices
in (ba) ∩ ∂Ω. Note that a is the vertex of Ω that is nearest to a and a∗ is the vertex of Ω∗ that is
nearest to a. See Figure 4.1.
a
a∗a
b
b∗
b
a
a∗
b
b∗
Figure 4.1: In the left panel, the solid edges in black are wired boundary arc (ab), the solid edges in red are
dual-wired boundary arc (b∗a∗). The edges in blue are the boundary arcs (ab) and (ba) on the medial lattice.
The thin edges are in the tree T . In the right panel, the curve in orange is the Peano curve associated to T .
Suppose that T is a spanning tree on some primal Dobrushin domain (Ω; a, b) with (ab) wired, then
there exists a unique path, called Peano curve, on (Z2) running along the tree from a to b. The
following theorem concerns the convergence of the Peano curve of UST.
Theorem 4.1. Fix a Dobrushin domain (Ω; a, b) such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Suppose that a sequence
of medial Dobrushin domains (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ) converges to (Ω; a, b) as in (4.2). Consider UST on the primal
domain Ωδ with (aδbδ) wired. Denote by ηδ the induced Peano curve. Then the law of ηδ converges weakly
to SLE8 in Ω from a to b.
Proof. This statement is proved in [LSW04, Theorems 4.7 and 4.8]. Let us summarize the proof and we
will adjust it for our setting later. The proof is divided into two steps. The first step is to show the
convergence of driving function by martingale observable [LSW04, Theorem 4.4]. This step only requires
Ωδ → Ω in the Carathe´odory sense and does not need any regularity assumption on ∂Ω. The second
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step is to show the tightness of the discrete curves. We restate the proof for the tightness: (4.3), (4.4)
and (4.9) and point out why we need the C1-regularity on ∂Ω.
We choose conformal maps φδ : Ω

δ → H with φδ(aδ) = 0 and φδ(bδ) = ∞ such that φ−1δ converges
locally uniformly. We define ηˆδ := φδ(ηδ) and we parameterize ηˆδ by the half-plane capacity and let (g
δ
t , t ≥
0) be the corresponding conformal maps. For 0 < t1 < t2 < +∞, let Yδ(t1, t2) := diam(gδt1(ηˆδ[t1, t2])).
By [LSW04, Lemma 4.6], for every  > 0, there exist 0 > 0 and δ0 > 0 such that, for all δ < δ0,
P[sup{|ηˆδ(t2)− ηˆδ(t1)| : 0 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ τδ, Yδ(t1, t2) ≤ 0} ≥ ] <  (4.3)
where τδ := inf{t ≥ 0 : |ηδ(t)| = −1}. Combining with [LSW04, Lemma 2.1], we obtain the following
tightness [LSW04, Proposition 4.5]: For every t > 0,  > 0, there exists 0 > 0 such that
P[sup{|ηˆδ(t2)− ηˆδ(t1)| : 0 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ t, |t2 − t1| ≤ 0} ≥ ] < . (4.4)
The key in the proof of the tightness is (4.3) and we will summarize its proof below. For δ, , 0 > 0,
define
Aδ,0 = {∃0 ≤ t1 < t2 ≤ τδ such that |ηˆδ(t2)− ηˆδ(t1)| ≥ , but Yδ(t1, t2) ≤ 0}.
It suffices to show that, for a well-chosen positive function 0(δ) such that 0(δ)→ 0 as δ → 0, we have
lim
→0
lim
δ→0
sup
0≤0(δ)
P[Aδ,0 ] = 0. (4.5)
We denote by Z the semicircle 2−1∂U ∩ H. On the one hand, there is a constant C > 0 such that
dist(gδt (Z), g
δ
t (ηˆδ[t, τδ])) ≥ C for all t ≤ τδ. On the other hand, on the event Aδ,0 , we have Yδ(t1, t2) ≤
0 → 0 as 0 → 0. These two facts guarantee that the extremal length of simple arcs in H \ gt1(ηˆδ[t1, t2])
which separate gδt1(Z) from g
δ
t1(ηˆδ[t1, t2]) tends to 0 as 0 → 0. By the conformal invariance of extremal
length, there exists a simple curve γδ,0 in H \ ηˆδ[0, t1] separating ηˆδ[t1, t2] and Z such that the length of
γδ,0 tends to 0 as 0 → 0.
For s > 0, we denote by χδ0,0(s) the event {dist(0, γδ,0) < s} and we denote by χδ1,0(s) the event
{dist(R, γδ,0) < s}. We choose two function s1() and s0() such that s1() < s0() and lim→0 s0() = 0.
Now, we divide Aδ,0 into three events
Aδ,0 = {Aδ,0 \ χδ1,0(s1())} ∪ {Aδ,0 ∩ χδ1,0(s1()) \ χδ0,0(s0())} ∪ {Aδ,0 ∩ χδ0,0(s0())}.
On the event Aδ,0 \ χδ1,0(s1()), let B0 be the disk such that ∂B0 is the smallest circle surrounding γδ,0 .
Moreover, suppose B1 is the disk with the same center as B0 and its radius is
s1()
4 . We define A := B1\B0.
Then, there will be a t∗ ∈ (t1, t2) such that ηˆδ(t∗) /∈ B1. This implies that there exists three segments
ηˆδ,1, ηˆδ,3 ⊂ ηˆδ[0, t∗] and ηˆδ,2 ⊂ ηˆδ[t∗,∞) such that each of them hits B0 and ηˆδ,2 separates ηˆδ,1 and ηˆδ,3 in
B1. By our assumption, φ
−1
δ converges to φ
−1 uniformly on B1. By definition, one side of ηδ is adjacent
to the UST Tδ and the other side of ηδ is adjacent to the dual tree T ∗δ . Then, there are two simple paths
ξ1,δ ⊂ Tδ and ξ2,δ ⊂ T ∗δ such that their endpoints are in φ−1δ (∂B1) and each is between φ−1δ (ηˆδ,1) and
φ−1δ (ηˆδ,2) or φ
−1
δ (ηˆδ,2) and φ
−1
δ (ηˆδ,3). This implies that dist(ξ1,δ, ξ2,δ) → 0 as 0 → 0, but diam(ξ1,δ) and
diam(ξ2,δ) is bounded from below by a constant depending on  and Ω.
Now, we introduce the conception of trunk and dual trunk. Suppose {Ωδ}δ>0 and Ω satisfy our
assumption. For the UST Tδ in the primal graph, we define its 1n -trunk as follows. For any x, y ∈ Tδ,
there is a unique path on Tδ from x to y, which we denote by ηx,yδ . We denote by x′ the first point at which
ηx,yδ hits ∂B(x,
1
n) and y
′ the last point at which ηx,yδ hits ∂B(y,
1
n). We denote by I(x, y) the unique path
on Tδ connecting x′ and y′. If we can not find x′ or y′ in this way, we define I(x, y) = ∅. Then, the 1n -
trunk is defined as trunkδ(
1
n) := ∪x,y∈TδI(x, y). Note that we can choose {δm}m>0 such that trunkδm( 1n)
converges in Hausdorff distance for every n as m → ∞. We define trunk0( 1n) := limm→∞ trunkδm( 1n).
The trunk is defined by trunk = ∪n>0trunk0( 1n). The dual trunk trunk∗ is defined similarly. We define
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the event E := {trunk ∩ trunk∗ 6= ∅}. In [Sch00, Theorem 11.1], the author proves that P[E] = 0. This
is the place that we need the C1-regularity on ∂Ω. Thus, we have ∩δ>0 ∪0≤0(δ) {Aδ,0 \ χδ1,0(s1())} ⊂ E
for every  > 0, which implies that
lim
→0
lim
δ→0
sup
0≤0(δ)
P[Aδ,0 \ χδ1,0(s1())] = 0. (4.6)
On the event Aδ,0 ∩ χδ1,0(s1()) \ χδ0,0(s0()), there are two possibilities. If the two endpoints of γδ,0
lie on ηˆδ[0, t1], the argument is the same as above. If there is one endpoint which lies on R, we assume
it is on R+. Then, the dist(0, γδ,0) ≥ s0(). By a similar argument as above, we know that there exists
ξ2,δ ∈ T ∗δ such that dist(ξ2,δ, (aδbδ)) → 0 as 0 → 0 and diam(ξ2,δ) is bounded from below by a constant
depending on  and Ω. Note that the boundary arc (ab) ⊂ trunk. This implies that
∩δ>0 ∪0≤0(δ) {Aδ,0 ∩ χδ1,0(s1()) \ χδ0,0(s0())} ⊂ E.
Thus, we have
lim
→0
lim
δ→0
sup
0≤0(δ)
P[Aδ,0 ∩ χδ1,0(s1()) \ χδ0,0(s0())] = 0. (4.7)
We still need to prove
lim
→0
lim
δ→0
sup
0≤0(δ)
P[Aδ,0 ∩ χδ0,0(s0())] = 0. (4.8)
We fix an s > 0 and choose v ∈ V (Ωδ) which is closest to φ−1δ (is). Let v∗ ∈ V (Ω∗δ) be the vertex
which is closest to v. Denote by χv the LERW which starts from v and ends at (aδbδ). Similarly,
we denote by χ∗v∗ the LERW which starts from v∗. We define A1 := {diam(φδ(χv)) < 10} and define
A2 := {dist(0, φδ(χv)) > s0()}. We also define A∗1 and A∗2 similarly by replacing χv with χ∗v∗ . By the
same method as [LSW04, Proposition 4.2], for any  small enough, we can choose s which is much smaller
than  and is much larger than s0(), such that
P[A1] ≥ 1− 1
10
, P[A2] ≥ 1− 1
10
, P[A∗1] ≥ 1−
1
10
, P[A∗2] ≥ 1−
1
10
.
We denote by D′ the domain bounded by χv ∪ [vv∗] ∪ χ∗v∗ ∪ ∂Ωδ , where [vv∗] is the straight line segment
connecting v and v∗ . Then, we have that ηδ will exit D′ through [vv∗]. Note that on A1 ∩ A2 ∩
A∗1 ∩ A∗2 ∩ {Aδ,0 ∩ χδ0,0(s0())}, we have that diam(φδ(D′)) <  and γδ,0 ⊂ φδ(D′). This implies that
ηˆδ[t1, t2] ⊂ φδ(D′). But this contradicts with the assumption that |ηˆδ(t2) − ηˆδ(t1)| ≥ . Thus, we have
{Aδ,0 ∩ χδ0,0(s0())} ⊂ (A1 ∩A2 ∩A∗1 ∩A∗2)c. Therefore,
P[Aδ,0 ∩ χδ0,0(s0())] < .
This implies (4.8). Note that (4.6)–(4.8) imply (4.5) which gives (4.3).
Finally, we will show the transience of curves at b: for any  > 0, there exist ′ ≤  and δ0 > 0 such
that, for all δ ≤ δ0,
P[ηδ hits ∂B(b, ) after hitting ∂B(b, 
′)] < . (4.9)
The proof is similar to the proof of (4.8). Fix two constants r <  and C > 0. We choose v ∈ V (Ωδ)
which is adjacent to ∂B(b, r). Suppose v∗ ∈ V (Ω∗δ) which is adjacent to v. We denote by χv the LERW
which starts from v and ends at (aδbδ). Similarly, we denote by χ
∗
v∗ the LERW which starts from v
∗ and
ends at (b∗δa
∗
δ). We define A1 := {diam(χv) < Cr} and A2 := {dist(b, χv) > 1C r}. We also define A∗1 and
A∗2 similarly by replacing χv with χ∗v∗ . We choose C such that
P[A1 ∩A2 ∩A∗1 ∩A∗2] ≥ 1− .
We choose r such that Cr <  and we choose ′ < 1C r. Note that on the event A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A∗1 ∩ A∗2, we
have that ηδ can not hit ∂B(b, ) after hitting ∂B(b, 
′). Since ηδ can only go through [vv∗] once. This
implies (4.9). Together with (4.3) and (4.4), we complete the proof of tightness.
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4.2 UST with alternating boundary conditions in quads
Now we introduce the discrete quad in Theorem 1.4. Let a, b, c, d be four distinct medial vertices,
and (ab) = {a = v0 ∼ v1 ∼ · · · ∼ vn = b}, (bc) = {b = w0 ∼ w1 ∼ · · · ∼ wm = c},
(cd) = {c = p0 ∼ p1 ∼ · · · ∼ pl = d} and (da) = {d = q0 ∼ q1 ∼ · · · ∼ qs = a} be four paths
of neighboring medial vertices satisfying the following conditions: (1) the edges along (ab) and (cd)
point in clockwise way with the orientation inherited from the medial lattice; (2) the edges along (bc)
and (da) point in counterclockwise way with the orientation inherited from the medial lattice; (3) all
the paths are edge-avoiding and (ab) ∩ (bc) = {b}, (bc) ∩ (cd) = {c}, (cd) ∩ (da) = {d},
(da) ∩ (ab) = {a}. See Figure 4.2.
Given (ab), (bc), (cd) and (da), the medial quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) is defined as the subgraph
of (Z2) induced by the vertices enclosed by or on the path (ab) ∪ (bc) ∪ (cd) ∪ (da). Recall that
the inner boundary ∂Ω is the set of vertices of Ω with strictly fewer than four incident edges in E(Ω).
Let Ω ⊂ Z2 be the graph with edge set consisting of edges passing through end-points of medial edges
in E(Ω)\ ((bc) ∪ (da)) and with vertex set given by the endpoints of these edges. The vertices of Ω
nearest to a, b, c, d are denoted by a, b, c, d and we call (Ω; a, b, c, d) the primal quad. Let (ab) and (cd)
be the set of edges corresponding to medial vertices in ∂Ω, which are also endpoints of medial edges in
(ab) and (cd) respectively. One can define (bc) and (da) to be the two components of ∂Ω\ ((ab) ∪ (cd)).
See Figure 4.2.
Suppose that T is a spanning tree on some primal quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) with (ab) wired and (cd) wired
respectively, then there exist two paths on
(
Z2
)
running along T from a to d and from b to c
respectively, see Figure 1.1. We still call them Peano curves as before. With the same notations as in
Section 1, we denote by ηL the Peano curve from a to d, by ηR the Peano curve from b to c and by
γM the unique path in T from (ab) to (cd).
a∗
aa

b
b∗
b
c
c∗c
d
d∗
d
Figure 4.2: The solid edges in black are wired boundary arcs (ab) and (cd), the solid edges in red are dual-wired
boundary arcs (b∗c∗) and (d∗a∗). The edges in blue are the boundary arcs (ab), (bc), (cd), and (da) on the
medial lattice. The thin edges are in the tree T .
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Theorem 4.2. Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Suppose that a sequence of medial
quads (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , d

δ) converges to (Ω; a, b, c, d) as in (4.2). Consider UST on the primal domain Ωδ
with (aδbδ) wired and (cδdδ) wired. Denote by η
L
δ the Peano curve connecting a

δ and d

δ. Then the law of
ηLδ converges weakly to hSLE8 in Ω from a to d with marked points (b, c) as δ → 0.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 consists of two steps: the first step is the tightness of the Peano curves, see
Lemma 4.3; the second step is constructing an holomorphic observable, see Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. With
these two at hand, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.2 in Section 4.4. Although the steps are standard,
the proof involves a non-trivial calculation, see Lemma 4.7.
Lemma 4.3. Assume the same setup as in Theorem 4.2. The family of Peano curves {ηLδ }δ>0 is tight.
Furthermore, for any subsequential limit ηL, we have P[ηL ∩ [bc] = ∅] = 1.
Proof. The proof of the tightness is similar as the proof of Theorem 4.1. The only difference is the proof
of (4.7). Recall that, in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we define the event E = {trunk ∩ trunk∗ 6= ∅} and
show that P[E] = 0 which gives (4.7). In the setup of Theorem 4.2, the event E does not exclude the
possibility that the trunk hits b or c. Thus, to get the tightness, it remains to prove
P[{b, c} ∩ trunk 6= ∅] = 0. (4.10)
It suffices to show
lim
→0
lim
δ→0
P[ηLδ hits ∂B(cδ, )] = 0. (4.11)
The proof for bδ is similar where one considers the reversal of η
L
δ .
Suppose r0 > 0 is small enough such that d(c, (ab)) > r0. We denote by l the component of ∂B(c, r0)∩Ω
which separates (ab) and c, denote by x the intersection point of l with (cd) and by y the intersection
point of l with (bc). Moreover, we take 0 < r0 small enough. Define
l0 := l \ (B(x, 0) ∪B(y, 0)), lx,0 := B(x, 0) ∩ l, ly,0 := B(y, 0) ∩ l.
We choose the discrete approximation lδ0 , l
δ
x,0 and l
δ
y,0 of these three arcs on the primal graph Ωδ. Recall
that γMδ is the unique path in the uniform spanning tree Tδ from (aδbδ) to (cδdδ). Suppose  < 0 is small
enough. We define the following four events:
Aδ := {γMδ hits B(cδ, ) before (cδdδ)}, A1,δ := {γMδ hits lδ0 ∪ lδx,0 ∪ lδy,0 at lδx,0},
A2,δ := {γMδ hits lδ0 ∪ lδx,0 ∪ lδy,0 at lδ0}, A3,δ := {γMδ hits lδ0 ∪ lδx,0 ∪ lδy,0 at lδy,0}.
Note that
P[ηLδ hits B(cδ, )] ≤ P[{γMδ hits B(cδ, )} ∩ {γMδ hits lδ0 ∪ lδx,0 ∪ lδy,0 at lδ0}] + P[A1,δ ∪A3,δ]
≤ P[Aδ ∩A2,δ] + P[A1,δ ∪A3,δ].
We first estimate P[Aδ ∩ A2,δ]. Denote by Ω˜δ the graph obtained from Ωδ by regarding (aδbδ) as a
single vertex and regarding (cδdδ) as a single vertex. We denote by R˜ simple random walk on Ω˜δ and
by R simple random walk on Ωδ. Wilson’s algorithm tells that γMδ has the same law as the loop-erased
simple random walk on Ω˜δ from (aδbδ) to (cδdδ). Thus, we have
P[Aδ ∩A2,δ] ≤ P[R˜ starting from (aδbδ) hits lδ0 first and then hits B(cδ, ) before (cδdδ)]
≤
∑
zδ∈lδ0
P[R˜ starting from (aδbδ) hits lδ0 at zδ]P[R˜ starting from zδ hits B(cδ, ) before (cδdδ)]
≤ max
zδ∈lδ0
P[R˜ starting from zδ hits B(cδ, ) before (cδdδ)]
≤ max
zδ∈lδ0
P[R˜ starting from zδ hits B(cδ, ) ∪ (aδbδ) before (cδdδ)]
= max
zδ∈lδ0
P[R starting from zδ hits B(cδ, ) ∪ (aδbδ) before (cδdδ)].
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The last equality is because R˜ starting from zδ and R starting from zδ have the same law before hitting
(aδbδ) ∪ (cδdδ). We define, for every wδ ∈ Ωδ,
uδ,(wδ) := P[R starting from wδ hits B(cδ, ) ∪ (aδbδ) before (cδdδ)].
We denote by Ω the connected component of Ω\B(c, ) with (ab) on its boundary and denote ∂Ω∩∂B(c, )
by ∂. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma B.1, the sequence uδ, converges to u uniformly on
every compact set K ⊂ Ω as δ → 0, where u is the harmonic function in Ω with the following boundary
data: u equals 1 on ∂B(c, ) ∪ (ab) and equals 0 on (cd) \ B(c, ) and ∂∂~nu = 0 on (bc) ∪ (da) \ B(c, ),
where ~n is the outer normal vector. We will prove that
lim
r0→0
lim
→0
max
z∈l0
u(z) = 0.
Let φ be the conformal map from Ω onto (0, 1)×(0, iK) sending (a, b, c, d) to (0, 1, 1+ iK, iK). We denote
by hm(w, S) the harmonic measure of S from w in the strip T := (−∞,+∞) × (0, iK) for every w ∈ T
and S ⊂ T . We define Bj, := (φ(∂) + 2j)∪ (2j + 2− φ(∂)). Then, by the boundary data of u, we have
u(z) = hm(φ(z),∪j∈ZBj, ∪ R). Thus, we have
u(z) ≤P[Brownian motion starting from φ(z) exits T from R]
+ P[Brownian motion starting from φ(z) exits T from ∪j∈Z Bj,].
Note that
P[Brownian motion starting from φ(z) exits T from R] = 1− Imφ(z)
K
.
By Beurling estimate, there exist C > 0 and c > 0 such that
max
w∈φ(l0 )
P[Brownian motion starting from w exits T from ∪j /∈[−N,N ] Bj,] ≤ C
(
K
N
)c
for every  > 0 and for every N . Furthermore, since φ is continuous on Ω by the fact that ∂Ω is C1, we
have lim→0 diam(Bj,) = 0. This implies
lim
→0
max
w∈φ(l0 )
P[Brownian motion starting from w exits T from ∪j∈[−N,N ] Bj,] = 0.
Thus, by letting → 0, N →∞ and then r0 → 0, we have
lim
r0→0
lim
→0
lim
δ→0
P[Aδ ∩A2,δ] = 0. (4.12)
Next, we estimate P[A1,δ ∪A3,δ]. Note that we can choose n large enough such that
∩δ0>0 ∪δ≤δ0 (A1,δ ∪A3,δ) ⊂
{
d
(
trunk0
(
1
n
)
, trunk∗0
(
1
n
))
< 0
}
.
Then, we have
lim
0→0
lim
δ→0
P[A1,δ ∪A3,δ] = 0. (4.13)
Combining (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain (4.11) and completes the proof of the tightness.
For the second statement, we already have ηL ∩ {b, c} = ∅ almost surely due to (4.10), it remains to
prove P[ηL ∩ (bc) = ∅] = 1. Note that the event {ηL ∩ (bc) 6= ∅} implies {turnk∩ trunk∗ 6= ∅} which has
zero probability. Thus, we have P[ηL ∩ (bc) = ∅] = 1 and this completes the proof.
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4.3 Discrete observable for UST in quads
A function u : Z2 → C is called (discrete) harmonic at a vertex x ∈ Z2 if ∑4i=1 u(xi) = 4u(x), where
(xi : i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the four neighbors of x in Z2. We say a function u is harmonic on a subgraph of
Z2 if it is harmonic at all vertices in the subgraph. A function f : Z2 ∪ (Z2)∗ → C is said to be (discrete)
holomorphic around a medial vertex x if one has f(n) − f(s) = i(f(e) − f(w)), where n, s, w, e are the
vertices incident to x in counterclockwise order. We say a function f is holomorphic on a subgraph
of Z2 ∪ (Z2)∗ if it is holomorphic at all vertices in the subgraph. Note that, for a discrete holomorphic
function f on a subgraph of Z2∪(Z2)∗, its restriction on Z2 and its restriction on (Z2)∗ are both harmonic
(see [DC13, Proposition 8.15]). We summarize the setup for discrete observable below.
• Consider the set of spanning trees in the primal domain Ωδ with (aδbδ) wired and (cδdδ) wired.
Denote this set by ST(δ) and denote its cardinality by |ST(δ)|. Let Tδ be chosen uniformly among
these trees. Recall that ηLδ is the Peano curve along Tδ from aδ to dδ , and ηRδ is the Peano curve
along Tδ from bδ to cδ , and γMδ is the path in Tδ connecting (aδbδ) to (cδdδ). For a vertex z∗ in Ω∗δ ,
define uδ(z
∗) to be the probability that z∗ lies to the right of ηLδ , i.e. z
∗ lies in the component of
Ω∗δ\ηLδ with b∗δ and c∗δ on the boundary.
• Consider the set of spanning forests in the primal domain Ωδ with (aδbδ) wired and (cδdδ) wired
such that it has only two trees: one of them contains the wired arc (aδbδ) and the other one contains
the wired arc (cδdδ). Denote this set by SF2(δ) and denote its cardinality by |SF2(δ)|. Let Fδ be
chosen uniformly among these forests. For x ∈ Ωδ, define vδ(x) to be the probability that x lies in
the same tree as the wired arc (cδdδ) in Fδ.
Lemma 4.4. Define
f(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ)(·) := uδ(·) + i
|SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)| vδ(·).
We view it as a function on Ωδ∪Ω∗δ: it equals uδ on Ω∗δ and it equals i |SF2(δ)||ST(δ)| vδ on Ωδ. Then f(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ)
is discrete holomorphic on (Ωδ ∪ Ω∗δ)\ ((aδbδ) ∪ (cδdδ) ∪ (b∗δc∗δ) ∪ (d∗δa∗δ)). Moreover, it has the following
boundary data: 
Ref(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ) = 0, on (d
∗
δa
∗
δ),
Ref(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ) = 1, on (b
∗
δc
∗
δ),
Imf(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ) = 0, on (aδbδ),
Imf(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ) =
|SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)| , on (cδdδ).
Proof. For z∗ ∈ Ω∗δ , denote by E(Tδ; z∗) the event that z∗ lies to the right of ηLδ . For x ∈ Ωδ, denote by
E(Fδ;x) the event that x lies in the same tree as the wired arc (cδdδ) in Fδ. Assume {n, s} is a primal edge
of Ωδ, and the corresponding dual edge is denoted by {w, e} such that w, s, e, n are in counterclockwise
order (see Figure 4.3). Then we have
uδ(e)− uδ(w) =P [E(Tδ; e)]− P [E(Tδ;w)]
=P [E(Tδ; e) ∩ E(Tδ;w)c]− P [E(Tδ;w) ∩ E(Tδ; e)c]
=
|SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)| P [E(Fδ;n) ∩ E(Fδ; s)
c]− |SF2(δ)||ST(δ)| P [E(Fδ; s) ∩ E(Fδ;n)
c]
=
|SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)| (P [E(Fδ;n)]− P [E(Fδ; s)])
=
|SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)| (vδ(n)− vδ(s)) .
The third equal sign is due to the observation explained in Figure 4.3. This gives the discrete holomor-
phicity of f(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ). The boundary data is clear from the construction.
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w e
aδ bδ
cδdδ
n
s
w e
aδ bδ
cδdδ
γMδ
Figure 4.3: We denote by ST(δ;w, e) the subset of ST(δ) consisting of spanning trees such that w lies to the left
of γMδ and e lies to the right of γ
M
δ . We denote by SF2(δ;n, s) the subset of SF2(δ) consisting of spanning forests
such that n lies in the same tree as (cδdδ) and s lies in the same tree as (aδbδ). Deleting the edge {n, s} induces a
bijection from ST(δ;w, e) (left) to SF2(δ;n, s) (right).
Lemma 4.5. Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d). Suppose a sequence of medial domains (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , d

δ) converges
to (Ω; a, b, c, d) in the Carathe´odory sense as δ → 0. Let K > 0 be the conformal modulus of the quad
(Ω; a, b, c, d), and let f(Ω;a,b,c,d) be the conformal map from Ω to the rectangle (0, 1)× (0, iK) which sends
(a, b, c, d) to (0, 1, 1 + iK, iK). Then the discrete holomorphic function f(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ) in Lemma 4.4
(regarded as a function on the simply connected domain Ωδ by interpolating among vertices) converges to
f(Ω;a,b,c,d) locally uniformly as δ → 0.
We emphasize that, in Lemma 4.5, we do not require extra regularity on ∂Ω and we only require the
convergence of polygons in the Carathe´odory sense.
Proof. We claim that
{ |SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)|
}
δ>0
is uniformly bounded. Assume this is true, for any sequence δn → 0,
there exists a subsequence, still denoted by δn, and a constant K˜ such that
uδn → u, vδn → v, locally uniformly; and
|SF2(δn)|
|ST(δn)| → K˜, as n→∞.
From the definition of uδ and vδ and Beurling estimate, it is clear that u = 1 on (bc) and u = 0 on (da),
and that v = 1 on (cd) and v = 0 on (ab). By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma B.1, the
function g := u + iK˜v is conformal on Ω as f(Ωδ;aδ,bδ,cδ,dδ) is discrete holomorphic. Moreover, if we fix a
conformal map ξ from Ω onto U, then the boundary data of u◦ξ−1 is as follows: u◦ξ−1 = 1 on (ξ(b)ξ(c)),
and u = 0 on (ξ(d)ξ(a)), and ∂∂~nu ◦ ξ−1 = 0 on (ξ(a)ξ(b)) ∪ (ξ(c)ξ(d)). Note that, the boundary data
of u ◦ ξ−1 and its harmonicity uniquely determine u ◦ ξ−1. Thus, they uniquely determine u which in
turn uniquely determine g. Therefore, the function g is the conformal map from Ω onto the rectangle
(0, 1)× (0, iK˜). This implies that K˜ = K and g = f(Ω;a,b,c,d).
It remains to show that
{ |SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)|
}
δ>0
is uniformly bounded. If this is not the case, there exists
a sequence δn → 0 such that |SF2(δn)||ST(δn)| → ∞. Then, by the same argument as above, the function
|ST(δn)|
|SF2(δn)|f(Ωδn ;aδn ,bδn ,cδn ,dδn ) converges to a conformal map h on Ω locally uniformly and h extends contin-
uously to Ω. In such case, Reh = 0 on Ω, thus h has to be constant. But Imh = 1 on (cd) and Imh = 0
on (ab). This is a contradiction. Therefore,
{ |SF2(δ)|
|ST(δ)|
}
δ>0
is uniformly bounded and we complete the
proof.
4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Suppose a sequence of medial quads (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , d

δ) and (Ω; a, b, c, d) satisfy the assumptions in The-
orem 4.2. We choose conformal maps φδ : Ω

δ → H with φδ(aδ) = 0, φδ(dδ) = ∞ and φ : Ω → H with
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φ(a) = 0, φ(d) = ∞ such that φ−1δ converges to φ−1 uniformly on H. The uniform spanning tree Tδ and
the Peano curve ηLδ are defined in the same way as in Section 4.2. Define ηˆ
L
δ := φδ(η
L
δ ) and parameterize
ηˆLδ by the half-plane capacity and parameterize η
L
δ so that ηˆ
L
δ (t) = φδ(η
L
δ (t)).
For ηˆLδ , denote by (W
δ
t , t ≥ 0) the driving function of ηˆLδ and by (gδt , t ≥ 0) the corresponding
conformal maps. Define Xδt := g
δ
t (φδ(bδ)), Y
δ
t := g
δ
t (φδ(cδ)). Denote by Fδt the filtration generated by
(W δs , 0 ≤ s ≤ t). Let Kδ be the modulus of the quad
(
H;W δt , X
δ
t , Y
δ
t ,∞
)
and define f δt to be the conformal
map from H onto (0, 1)× (0, iKδ) sending
(
W δt , X
δ
t , Y
δ
t ,∞
)
to (0, 1, 1 + iKδ, iKδ).
For ηLδ , let τδ be the first time that η
L
δ hits (c

δd

δ). For every t < τδ, the slit domain Ω

δ(t) is defined as
the component of Ωδ\ηLδ [0, t] that contains cδ and dδ on the boundary. We define (Ωδ(t); aδ(t), bδ(t), cδ, dδ)
to be the primal discrete quad as follows: The domain Ωδ(t) is the primal domain associated to Ω

δ(t).
The point aδ(t) is the primal vertex nearest to η
L
δ (t). The definition of the point bδ(t) is a little bit
complicated: if ηLδ [0, t] does not hit (b

δc

δ), then bδ(t) = bδ; if η
L
δ [0, t] hits (b

δc

δ), then bδ(t) is the last
primal vertex in ηLδ [0, t]∩(bδcδ). The boundary conditions for (Ωδ(t); aδ(t), bδ(t), cδ, dδ) are inherited from
(Ωδ; aδ, bδ, cδ, dδ) and η
L
δ [0, t]: the boundary arc (aδ(t)bδ(t)) is wired and the boundary arc (cδdδ) is wired.
Lemma 4.6. For z ∈ Ωδ, denote by τ δz := inf{t : z /∈ Ωδ(t)}. Then, the process
(f(Ωδ(t);aδ(t),bδ(t),cδ,dδ)(z), t ≥ 0)
is a martingale up to τ δz ∧ τδ with respect to the filtration (Fδt , t ≥ 0). Moreover, for every  > 0 and for
any compact subset K on Ω, one has
E
[
f δ
τδ2
(
gδ
τδ2
(φδ(z))
)
− f δ
τδ1
(
gδ
τδ1
(φδ(z))
)
| Fδτ1
]
δ→0−−−→ 0. (4.14)
uniformly on K and uniformly for any stopping times 0 < τ δ1 < τ
δ
2 < τ
δ
 ∧ τ δK,, where τ δK, := inf{t :
d(ηLδ ([0, t]),K) = } and τ δ is the first time that ηLδ hits the -neighborhood of (bδdδ).
Proof. The first conclusion that (f(Ωδ(t);aδ(t),bδ(t),cδ,dδ)(z), t ≥ 0) is a martingale comes from the construc-
tion. It remains to show (4.14). This suffices to prove that f δ
τδi
◦ gδ
τδi
◦ φδ − f(Ωδ(τδi );aδ(τδi ),bδ,cδ,dδ) converges
to 0 uniformly on K for i = 1, 2. If this is not the case, there exists a sequence δn → 0 such that
the convergence does not hold. Since {(Ωδn(τ δni ); aδn(τ δni ), bδn , cδn , dδn)}n is tight in the Carathe´odory
sense, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by δn, such that (Ωδn(τ
δn
i ); aδn(τ
δn
i ), bδn , cδn , dδn) con-
verges to a quad (Ωi; ai, bi, ci, di) in the Carathe´odory sense for i = 1, 2. By Lemma 4.5, the sequence
f
(Ωδn (τ
δn
i );aδn (τ
δn
i ),bδn ,cδn ,dδn )
converges to f(Ωi;ai,bi,ci,di) uniformly on K. Note that f
δn
τδni
◦ gδn
τδni
◦ φδn is the
conformal map from Ωδn(τ
δn
i ) to a rectangle which maps (η
L
δn
(τ δni ), b

δn
, cδn , d

δn
) to the four corners. By the
Carathe´odory convergence and the description of f(Ωi;ai,bi,ci,di) in Lemma 4.5, the sequence f
δn
τδni
◦gδn
τδni
◦φδn
converges to f(Ωi;ai,bi,ci,di) on K as well. This is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
For x < y < w, define
Θ(x, y, w) :=
2
w − x +
−2
w − y − 8
y − x
(y − w)2
F ′
(
x−w
y−w
)
F
(
x−w
y−w
) , where F (z) = 2F1(1
2
,
1
2
, 1; z
)
. (4.15)
Note that F is the hypergeometric function in (3.1) with κ = 8, ν = 0.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose ηˆLδ converges to ηˆ
L locally uniformly as δ → 0 almost surely. For every  > 0, we
denote by τ the first time that φ
−1(ηˆL) hits the -neighbourhood of (bd). Then, the law of the driving
function of ηˆL, denoted by Wt, is given by the following SDEs up to τ:
dWt =
√
8dBt + Θ(Xt, Yt,Wt)dt, W0 = 0;
dXt =
2dt
Xt−Wt , X0 = φ(b);
dYt =
2dt
Yt−Wt , Y0 = φ(c);
(4.16)
where (Bt, t ≥ 0) is one-dimensional Brownian motion and Θ is defined in (4.15).
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Proof. We define TM := inf{t : ηˆL hits ∂B(0,M)} for every M > 0 and τ′,z := inf{t : ηˆL hits ∂B(z, ′)}
for every z ∈ H and ′ > 0. It suffices to prove that (4.16) holds up to τ ∧TM . Then, by letting M →∞,
we get the result. We define T δM and τ
δ
′,z similarly for ηˆ
L
δ . We may assume T
δ
M → TM , τ δ′,z → τ′,z and
τ δ → τ by considering a continuous modification, see details in [Kar19] and [Kar20]. Then, Lemma 4.6
implies that
Mt(z) := f(H;0,Xt−Wt,Yt−Wt,∞)(gt(z)−Wt)
is a martingale up to τ ∧ TM ∧ τ′,z. By the same argument in [Kar20, Lemma 5.3], we can deduce that
Wt is a semimartingale. We will calculate the drift term of Mt(z) in terms of Wt, Xt, Yt and gt(z).
Due to Schwarz-Christorffel formula (see [Ahl78, Page 236]), we have, for 0 < x < y and for z ∈ H,
f(H;0,x,y,∞)(z) =
∫ z/x
0
(
s(s− 1)(s− yx)
)−1/2
ds∫ 1
0
(
s(s− 1)(s− yx)
)−1/2
ds
. (4.17)
Denote by K the elliptic integral of the first kind (A.6). By changing of variable s = sin2 θ, the integral
in (4.17) can be written as
f(H;0,x,y,∞)(z) =
K(arcsin√z/x, x/y)
K(x/y) .
Therefore,
Mt(z) =
K (St, Ut)
K (Ut) , where St = arcsin
√
gt(z)−Wt
Xt −Wt , Ut =
Xt −Wt
Yt −Wt . (4.18)
We first calculate dUt and dSt:
dUt =
1
(Yt −Wt)2
((
2
Ut
− 2Ut
)
dt+ (Xt − Yt)dWt − (1− Ut)d〈W 〉t
)
,
dSt =
cotSt
(Xt −Wt)2
(
(2 + cot2 St)dt− 1
2
(Xt −Wt)dWt − 1
8
(
3 + cot2 St
)
d〈W 〉t
)
.
(4.19)
Applying Itoˆ’s formula in (4.18), we have
dMt(z) =
1
K(Ut)dK(St, Ut)−
K(St, Ut)
K2(Ut) dK(Ut)−
1
K2(Ut)d〈K(S,U),K(U)〉t +
K(St, Ut)
K3(Ut) d〈K(U)〉t. (4.20)
We denote by Lt the drift term of Wt. Since the drift term of Mt(z) is zero, plugging (4.19) into (4.20),
we have
0 =
∂ϕK(St, Ut)
K(Ut)
cotSt
(Xt −Wt)2
(
(2 + cot2 St)dt− 1
2
(Xt −Wt)dLt− 1
8
(3 + cot2 St)d〈W 〉t
)
+
∂xK(St, Ut)
K(Ut)
1
(Yt −Wt)2
((
2
Ut
− 2Ut
)
dt+ (Xt − Yt)dLt − (1− Ut)d〈W 〉t
)
+
1
8
∂2ϕK(St, Ut)
K(Ut)
cot2 St
(Xt −Wt)2d〈W 〉t +
1
2
∂2xK(St, Ut)
K(Ut)
(Xt − Yt)2
(Yt −Wt)4d〈W 〉t
− 1
2
∂x∂ϕK(St, Ut)
K(Ut)
(Xt − Yt) cotSt
(Yt −Wt)2(Xt −Wt)d〈W 〉t
− K(St, Ut)K2(Ut)
∂xK(Ut)
(Yt −Wt)2
((
2
Ut
− 2Ut
)
dt+ (Xt − Yt)dLt − (1− Ut)d〈W 〉t
)
− 1
2
K(St, Ut)
K2(Ut)
(Xt − Yt)2
(Yt −Wt)4∂
2
xK(Ut)d〈W 〉t −
∂xK(Ut)∂xK(St, Ut)
K2(Ut)
(Xt − Yt)2
(Yt −Wt)4d〈W 〉t
+
∂xK(Ut)∂ϕK(St, Ut)
K2(Ut)
(Xt − Yt) cotSt
2(Yt −Wt)2(Xt −Wt)d〈W 〉t
+
K(St, Ut)
K3(Ut)
(Xt − Yt)2
(Yt −Wt)4 (∂xK(Ut))
2d〈W 〉t.
(4.21)
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Note that
gt(z)−Wt → 0, St → 0,
√
gt(z)−Wt cotSt →
√
Xt −Wt, as z → ηˆL(t).
Combining with (A.8) and the trivial facts ∂xK(ϕ, x), ∂2xK(ϕ, x)→ 0 as ϕ→ 0, we have
K(St, Ut)→ 0, ∂ϕK(St, Ut)→ 1, ∂xK(St, Ut)→ 0,
∂2ϕK(St, Ut)√
gt(z)−Wt
→ Ut√
Xt −Wt
,
∂x∂ϕK(St, Ut)
gt(z)−Wt →
1
2(Xt −Wt) , ∂
2
xK(St, Ut)→ 0, as z → ηˆL(t).
In the right hand-side of (4.21), the leading term is of order cot3 St. Dividing (4.21) by cot
3 St and letting
z → ηˆL(t), we have
d〈W 〉t = 8dt. (4.22)
Plugging (4.22) into (4.21), the leading term now is of order cotSt. Dividing (4.21) by cotSt and letting
z → ηˆL(t), we have
− 1
Xt −Wt
(
dt+
1
2
(Xt −Wt)dLt
)
+
Ut
Xt −Wtdt+
4∂xK(Ut)
K(Ut)
Xt − Yt
(Yt −Wt)2dt = 0.
By (A.7), we have
dLt = Θ(Xt, Yt,Wt)dt. (4.23)
Combining (4.22) and (4.23), we obtain the conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Lemma 4.3, we may choose a subsequence δn → 0 such that ηLδn converges
in law as n → ∞. Denote by ηL the limit and define ηˆL := φ(ηL). By Lemma 4.3, the sequence
{ηˆLδn |[0,t]}n is tight. Thus, by the diagonal method and Skorokhod’s representation theorem, we can
choose a subsequence, still denoted by δn, such that ηˆ
L
δn
converges to ηˆL locally uniformly as n → ∞
almost surely. We may assume that (by subtracting a further subsequence), in such coupling, the trunk
{trunk∗δn
(
1
m
)}n, defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1, converges to trunk∗0 ( 1m) in Hausdorff distance for
every m ∈ N. It suffices to prove that the driving function of ηˆL has the same law as the one for hSLE8.
Define
τδn, := inf{t > 0 : d(ηLδn(t), (cδndδn)) = }, τ := inf{t > 0 : ηL(t) hits (cd)}.
Recall that τδn is the first time that η
L
δn
hits (cδnd

δn
). First, we will show
lim
n→∞ τδn = τ almost surely. (4.24)
It is clear that
lim
→0
lim
n→∞ τδn, ≤ τ ≤ limn→∞ τδn ≤ limn→∞ τδn almost surely.
Denote by T = lim→0 limn→∞ τδn,. By Lemma 4.3, we have ηˆL(T ) ∈ (cd). If (4.24) fails, there exists
t between T and limn→∞ τδn such that d := d(ηL(t), ∂Ω) > 0. By the locally uniformly convergence,
we have d(ηLδn(t), ∂Ωδn) >
d
2 and t ∈ (τδn,, τδn) for a subsequence of {δn}, still denoted by {δn}, for
some . In such case, we can choose v ∈ Ω∗δn adjacent to the right-side of ηLδn such that it connects to
(b∗δnc
∗
δn
) in the dual tree by a unique path which we denote by Tv,n. Then, we have diam(Tv,n) >
d
2 . Since
the trunk {trunk∗δn
(
1
m
)}n converges to trunk∗0 ( 1m) in Hausdorff distance for every m ∈ N, this implies
{trunk ∩ trunk∗ 6= ∅}. Note that {trunk ∩ trunk∗ 6= ∅} has zero probability. This implies (4.24).
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Second, we see that the driving function of ηˆL, denoted by W , solves (4.16) up to τ due to Lemma 4.7.
By Lemma 4.3, the curve ηL does not hit [bc]. We define x := φ(b) and y := φ(c). By Lemma 4.7, we can
couple W and a Brownian motion B together such that, for t < τ ,
Wt =
√
8Bt +
∫ t
0
2ds
Ws − V xs
+
∫ t
0
−2ds
Ws − V ys − 8
∫ t
0
F ′(Zs)
F (Zs)
(
1− Zs
V ys −Ws
)
ds.
Third, we prove that W solves (4.16) up to and including τ . Note that, for any t < τ ,
Wt =
√
8Bt − 2
∫ t
0
V ys − V xs
(Ws − V xs )(Ws − V ys )
ds− 8
∫ t
0
F ′(Zs)
F (Zs)
(
1− Zs
V ys −Ws
)
ds.
Moreover, since ηˆLδn converges to ηˆ
L locally uniformly as n→∞, the driving function of ηˆLδn converges to
W locally uniformly as n→∞. This implies W : [0,∞)→ R is a continuous function. Thus, we have
8
∫ t
0
F ′(Zs)
F (Zs)
(
1− Zs
V ys −Ws
)
ds ≤ max
t∈[0,τ)
|Wt −
√
8Bt| <∞.
Then, by monotone convergence theorem, we have
lim
t→τ
∫ t
0
F ′(Zs)
F (Zs)
(
1− Zs
V ys −Ws
)
ds =
∫ τ
0
F ′(Zs)
F (Zs)
(
1− Zs
V ys −Ws
)
ds <∞.
We take z ∈ R such that z > ηˆL(τ). For any t < τ , we have gt(y) ≤ gt(z). This implies∫ t
0
2ds
V ys −Ws ≤ gt(z).
By monotone convergence theorem, we have
lim
t→τ
∫ t
0
2ds
V xs −Ws
=
∫ τ
0
2ds
V xs −Ws
≤ lim
t→τ
∫ t
0
2ds
V ys −Ws =
∫ τ
0
2ds
V ys −Ws ≤ gτ (z) <∞.
Therefore, letting t→ τ , we have
Wτ =
√
8Bτ +
∫ τ
0
2ds
Ws − V xs
+
∫ τ
0
−2ds
Ws − V ys − 8
∫ τ
0
F ′(Zs)
F (Zs)
(
1− Zs
V ys −Ws
)
ds.
In other words, the driving function W of ηˆL has the same law as the one for hSLE8 up to and including
τ . In this step, it is important that W is continuous up to and including τ which is a consequence of
Lemma 4.3.
Finally, we will show that the driving function of ηL[τ,∞] given ηL[0, τ ] is √8 times Brownian motion.
Denote by Ω(τ) the connected component of Ω \ ηL[0, τ ] having d on its boundary. From above, we know
that Ωδn(τδn) converges to Ω(τ) in the Carathe´odory sense by Carathe´odory kernel theorem. By the
domain Markov property, conditioning on ηδn [0, τδn ], the remaining curve ηδn [τδn ,∞] has the same law
as the Peano curve from ηδn(τδn) to d

δn
in Ωδn(τδn) with Dobrushin boundary conditions. By [LSW04,
Theorem 4.4](see also the proof of Theorem 4.1), the driving function of ηˆL[τ,∞] has the same law as the
driving function of SLE8 in Ωτ from η(τ) to d. It is important that the convergence of driving function
only requires the convergence of domains in the Carathe´odory sense and there is no regularity requirement
on the boundary of the limiting domain. Thus, the driving function of ηˆL[τ,∞] given ηˆL[0, τ ] is √8 times
Brownian motion.
In summary, the driving function of ηˆL is the same as the one for hSLE8 as a whole process. This
completes the proof.
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As a consequence of Theorem 4.2, we have the following.
Corollary 4.8. Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d). The process η ∼ hSLE8 in Ω from a to d with marked points
(b, c) has the following properties: It is almost surely generated by continuous curve and η ∩ [b, c] = ∅
almost surely. Moreover, it is reversible: the time-reversal of η has the law of hSLE8 in Ω from d to a
with marked points (c, b).
Proof. We may assume that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Note that, if the conclusion holds under such assump-
tion, the conclusion would also hold for a general quad with locally connected boundary via conformal
image.
First of all, we argue that there exists a unique solution in law to the SDE (4.16) up to and including
τ—the first time that φ(b) is swallowed. From the proof of Theorem 4.2, we see that there exists a version
of solution W to the SDE (4.16) up to τ . Moreover, it is generated by a continuous curve η up to and
including τ and η ∩ [φ(b), φ(c)] = ∅. Suppose W˜ is another solution. Denote by τ the first time that the
process gets within -neighborhood of (φ(b),∞). As the SDE (4.16) has a unique solution up to τ, the
two processes W and W˜ have the same law up to τ. We may couple them so that Wt = W˜t for t ≤ τ.
As the family of the laws of {W |[0,τ], W˜ |[0,τ]}>0 is tight, there exists subsequence n → 0 along which
W and W˜ converge. Therefore, Wt = W˜t for all t < T where T is the first hitting time of [φ(b),∞).
Since η ∩ [φ(b), φ(c)] = ∅, we have τ = T . This implies that the SDE (4.16) has a unique solution up to
and including τ , which is given by the limit of the Peano curve in Theorem 4.2. Then, the continuity
of hSLE8 is a consequence of Lemma 4.3. For the reversibility, we denote by R(ηLδ ) the time-reversal of
ηLδ . By Theorem 4.2, the law of R(ηLδ ) converges to hSLE8 in Ω from d to a with marked points (c, b) as
δ → 0. This implies the reversibility and completes the proof.
4.5 Proof of Theorem 1.4
In this section, we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.4. Before that, we first show the tightness of the
LERW branch.
Lemma 4.9. Assume the same setup as in Theorem 1.4. Then {γMδ }δ>0 is tight. Moreover, any subse-
quential limit is a simple curve in Ω which intersects ∂Ω only at two ends. Furthermore, the two ends are
one in (ab) and one in (cd).
Proof. The proof is similar as the proof of [LSW04, Theorem 1.1], we summarize it here for concreteness.
First, we prove the tightness. Suppose Υ : (0,∞)→ (0, 1] is an increasing function. Denote by χΥ(Ω) the
space of simple curves γ : [0, 1]→ Ω, such that for every 0 ≤ s1 < s2 ≤ 1,
d(γ[0, s1], γ[s2, 1]) ≥ Υ(diam(γ[s1, s2])).
We claim that for  > 0, there exists Υ such that
P[γMδ ∈ χΥ(Ωδ)] ≥ 1− , for all δ. (4.25)
Assuming this is true. We choose R > 0 such that Ωδ ⊂ B(0, R) for all δ. Then, we have
P[γMδ ∈ χΥ(B(0, R))] ≥ 1− .
By the same argument as in [LSW04, Lemma 3.10], the set χΥ(B(0, R)) is a compact set of curves. This
completes the proof of tightness.
Second, we prove that any subsequential limit is a simple curve in Ω which intersects ∂Ω only at two
ends such that one in (ab) and one in (cd). Denote by S the -neighbourhood of Ω. By the convergence
of ∂Ωδ, it is clear that any subsequential limit is a simple curve on S for every  > 0. This implies that
any subsequential limit is in Ω. Suppose γM is a subsequential limit and γMδn → γM . We may couple
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{(γMδn , ηLδn)} and (γM , ηL) together such that γMδn → γM and ηLδn → ηL almost surely. Recall that τδn is
the first time that ηLδn hits (c

δn
dδn) and τ is the first time that η
L hits (cd). As explained in the proof of
Theorem 4.2, we can modify this coupling such that τδn → τ almost surely. Note that if γM intersects [cd]
at more than two points, we have τ < limn→∞ τδn . This is a contradiction. Define YM := γM ∩ [cd] and
YMδn = γ
M
δn
∩ [cδndδn ]. Note that d(ηLδn(τδn), YMδn ) ≤ δn. This implies that YM = ηL(τ). Since ηL∩ [bc] = ∅,
we have YM 6= c. Similarly, we have YM 6= d. Thus γM intersects [cd] only at one point in (cd). Similarly,
we have that γM intersects [ab] only at one point in (ab).
Finally, it remains to prove (4.25). It suffices to show it for any sequence δn → 0. For α, β > 0,
denote by Aδn(β, α) the event that there exists 0 ≤ s1 < s2 ≤ 1 such that d(γMδn [0, s1], γMδn [s2, 1]) ≤ α but
diam(γMδn [s1, s2]) ≥ β. Note that ∩α>0 ∩∞i=1 ∪∞n=iAδn(2−m, α) ⊂ {trunk ∩ trunk∗ 6= ∅} which has zero
probability. Thus, we can choose αm such that
P[Aδn(2−m, αm)] ≤

2m
, for all n.
We choose Υ such that Υ(t) < αm for every t ≤ 21−m. Then, we have
P[γMδn ∈ χΥ(Ωδn)] ≥ P[
(∪∞m=1Aδn(2−m, αm))c] ≥ 1− .
This gives (4.25) and completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Note that, the families {ηLδ }δ>0 and {ηRδ }δ>0 are tight due to Lemma 4.3; and
the family {γMδ }δ>0 is tight due to Lemma 4.9. For any sequence δn → 0, there exists a subsequence,
still denoted by δn, such that {
(
ηLδn ; γ
M
δn
; ηRδn
)} converges in law as n → ∞. We couple {(ηLδn ; γMδn ; ηRδn)}
together such that ηLδn → ηL and γMδn → γM and ηRδn → ηR as curves almost surely as n → ∞. We will
prove that the law of the triple
(
ηL; γM ; ηR
)
is the one in Theorem 1.4.
First of alll, the law of ηL is hSLE8 in Ω from a to d with marked points (b, c) due to Theorem 4.2.
Next, we derive the conditional law of ηR given γM . Denote by ΩRδn the connected component of
Ωδn \ γMδn which contains [bδncδn ] on its boundary. Denote by Ω
,R
δn
the the medial graph associated with
ΩRδn . Recall that we denote by Ω
R the connected component of Ω\γM which contains [bc] on its boundary.
This is well-defined since we have γM ∩ [bc] = ∅ almost surely due to Lemma 4.9. Since γMδn → γM as
curves, the medial Dobrushin domains (Ω,Rδn ; b

δn
, cδn) converges to (Ω
R; b, c) as in (4.2). Note that in the
proof of Theorem 4.1, we use the condition that ∂Ω is C1 to ensure that trunk∩trunk∗ = ∅ almost surely.
Although we do not have C1 regularity on ∂ΩR, but we already have trunk ∩ trunk∗ = ∅ almost surely.
This is because trunkδn in the primal graph associated with the medial Dobrushin domain (Ω
,R
δn
; bδn , c

δn
)
is a subset of trunkδn in (Ωδn ; aδn , bδn , cδn , dδn) and trunk
∗
δn in the dual graph associated with the medial
Dobrushin domain (Ω,Rδn ; b

δn
, cδn) is a subset of trunk
∗
δn in (Ω
∗
δn
; a∗δn , b
∗
δn
, c∗δn , d
∗
δn
). Thus, by the same
proof of Theorem 4.1, we have that ηR has the same law as SLE8 in Ω
R from b to c. Similarly, we have
ηL is SLE8 in Ω
L from a to d.
From the above argument, we see that, the conditional law of ηRδn given γ
M
δn
converges to SLE8, and the
conditional law of ηLδn given γ
M
δn
converges to SLE8 as well. These imply that η
R and ηL are conditionally
independent given γM . Since SLE8 is space-filling, we have γ
M = ηL ∩ ηR. This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.10. Consider the continuous curve γM in the triple of Theorem 1.4. We have P[z ∈ γM ] = 0
for any z ∈ Ω and Leb(γM ) = 0 almost surely.
Proof. From Theorem 4.2, the law of ηL is hSLE8 in Ω from a to d with marked points (b, c). From
Theorem 1.4, the curve γM is the part of the boundary of ηL inside Ω. We parameterize γM so that
γM (0) = XM and γM (1) = YM . Let η be an SLE8 in Ω from a to d and denote by τ the first time
that η swallows b. From (3.11), the law of ηL is absolutely continuous with respect to η up to τ . As the
frontier of SLE8 has zero Lebesgue measure, we have Leb(γ
M [0, t]) = 0 almost surely for any t < 1. As
γM = ∪nγM [0, 1− 1/n], we have Leb(γM ) = 0 almost surely as desired.
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5 Convergence of LERW in quads
5.1 The pair of random points (XM , Y M)
The goal of this section is to derive the limiting distribution of the pair of random points (XM , YM ) in
Theorem 1.5. We summarize the setup for the conclusion below.
• Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Suppose that a sequence of medial quads
(Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , d

δ) converges to (Ω; a, b, c, d) as in (4.2). Assume the same setup as in Section 4.2. We
consider the UST Tδ in Ωδ with (aδbδ) wired and (cδdδ) wired. There are two Peano curves running
along Tδ, and we denote by ηLδ the one from aδ to dδ and by ηRδ the one from bδ to cδ . There exists
a unique branch in Tδ, denoted by γMδ , connecting (aδbδ) to (cδdδ). Recall that XMδ := γMδ ∩ (aδbδ)
and YMδ := γ
M
δ ∩ (cδdδ).
• For the quad (Ω; a, b, c, d), denote by f = f(Ω;a,b,c,d) the conformal map from Ω onto (0, 1)× (0, iK)
which sends (a, b, c, d) to (0, 1, 1 + iK, iK) and extend its definition continuously to the boundary.
• Consider the Poisson kernel for the rectangle f(Ω) = (0, 1)× (0, iK). Define, for all r ∈ (f(a)f(b))∪
(f(c)f(d)) and for all z ∈ [0, 1)]× [0, iK] \ {r},
PK(z, r) = Im
∑
n∈Z
(
1
exp( piK (2n− r + z))− 1
+
1
exp( piK (2n− r − z¯))− 1
)
. (5.1)
Note that PK(·, r) is continuous on [0, 1]× [0, iK] \ {r}, and it is harmonic on (0, 1)× (0, iK) with
the following boundary data:
PK(·, r) = 0 on (f(a)f(b)) ∪ (f(c)f(d)) \ {r}, ∂nPK(·, r) = 0 on (f(b)f(c)) ∪ (f(d)f(a)), (5.2)
where n is the outer normal vector.
Proposition 5.1. The pair (XMδ , Y
M
δ ) converges weakly to a random pair of points (X
M , YM ) as δ → 0.
Denote by xM := f(XM ) and yM := Ref(YM ). The law of the pair (xM , yM ) is characterized by the
following.
(1) The law of xM is uniform on (0, 1).
(2) The conditional density of yM given xM ∈ (0, 1) is the following:
ρK(x
M , y) = ∂nPK(z, y + iK)|z=xM , ∀y ∈ (0, 1). (5.3)
In particular, the joint density of (xM , yM ) is given by (1.1).
The proof of Proposition 5.1 is split into three lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. The pair (XMδ , Y
M
δ ) converges weakly to a random pair of points (X
M , YM ) as δ → 0.
Moreover, the law of xM = f(XM ) is uniform on (0, 1).
Proof. From Theorem 1.4, the curve γMδ converges weakly to γ
M as δ → 0. This implies that (XMδ , YMδ )
converges weakly to (XM , YM ) as δ → 0, where XM = γM ∩ (ab) and YM = γM ∩ (cd). It remains to
show that f(XM ) is uniform in (0, 1).
Recall from Lemma 4.4 that uδ(z
∗) is the probability that z∗ lies to the right of ηLδ for every z
∗ ∈ Ω∗δ
and that uδ converges to Ref locally uniformly due to Lemma 4.5. We denote by Ω
R the connected
component of Ω \ γM which contains [bc] on its boundary. It is same as the the connected component of
Ω \ ηL which contains [bc] on its boundary. For every z ∈ Ω and z∗δn ∈ Ω∗δn such that z∗δn → z, we have
{z ∈ ΩR} ⊂ ∪∞i=1 ∩∞n=i {z∗δn lies to the right of ηLδn}
⊂ ∩∞i=1 ∪∞n=i {z∗δn lies to the right of ηLδn} ⊂ {z ∈ Ω
R}.
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This implies that
P[z ∈ ΩR] ≤ lim
n→∞
uδn(z
∗
δn) = Ref(z) = limn→∞uδn(z
∗
δn) ≤ P[z ∈ Ω
R
].
Note that P[z ∈ ΩR] = P[z ∈ ΩR] as P[z ∈ γM ] = 0 due to Corollary 4.10. Therefore,
P[z ∈ ΩR] = Ref(z), ∀z ∈ Ω.
For every θ ∈ (ab), we choose {wn} ⊂ Ω such that wn → θ as n→∞. Then, we have
{XM ∈ (aθ)} ⊂ ∪∞i=1 ∩∞n=i {wn ∈ ΩR} ⊂ ∩∞i=1 ∪∞n=i {wn ∈ ΩR} ⊂ {XM ∈ (aθ]}.
Since f is continuous on Ω, we have
P[XM ∈ (aθ)] ≤ lim
n→∞
Ref(wn) = Ref(θ) ≤ lim
n→∞Ref(wn) ≤ P[X
M ∈ (aθ]].
Furthermore, for every θ˜ ∈ (θb), we have
Ref(θ) ≤ P[XM ∈ (aθ]] ≤ P[XM ∈ (aθ˜)] ≤ Ref(θ˜).
By letting θ˜ → θ, we have
P[XM ∈ (a, θ]] = Ref(θ).
This implies that P[f(XM ) ∈ (0,Ref(θ)]] = P[XM ∈ (a, θ]] = Ref(θ) as desired.
a
b
c
d
c˜
d˜
f
f(a) f(b)
f(c)f(c˜)
λ = 0
λ = 0λ = 0 λ = 1
∂nλ = 0
f(d˜)f(d)
∂nλ = 0
Figure 5.1: The function λ = λc˜,d˜ is the unique bounded harmonic function on (0, 1)× (0, iK) with the following
boundary data: λ = 0 on (f(a)f(b)) ∪ (f(c)f(c˜)) ∪ (f(d˜)f(d)); λ = 1 on (f(c˜)f(d˜)); and ∂nλ = 0 on (f(b)f(c)) ∪
(f(d)f(a)) where n is the outer normal vector.
Next, we will derive the conditional law of yM given xM . To this end, we analyze the conditional
probability in discrete and use good control on discrete harmonic functions.
Lemma 5.3. Fix a polygon (Ω; a, a˜, b˜, b, c, c˜, d˜, d) with eight marked points. Suppose that a sequence of
medial polygons (Ωδ ; a

δ , a˜

δ , b˜

δ , b

δ , c

δ , c˜

δ , d˜

δ , d

δ) converges to (Ω; a, a˜, b˜, b, c, c˜, d˜, d) in the sense of (4.2).
Denote by λc˜,d˜ the unique bounded harmonic function on (0, 1)× (0, iK) with the boundary data as shown
in Figure 5.1. Denote by λc,d when c˜ = c and d˜ = d. Then, for every  > 0, there exist δ0 > 0 and s > 0
such that for all δ ≤ δ0 and xδ ∈ (a˜δ b˜δ) and x ∈ (a˜b˜) with d(xδ, x) ≤ s, we have∣∣∣∣∣P [YMδ ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ = xδ]− ∂nλc˜,d˜(f(x))∂nλc,d(f(x))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ . (5.4)
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Proof. First, we show that ∂nλc,d(f(x)) > 0 for all x ∈ (ab). Let g be the bounded harmonic function
on (0, 1) × (0, iK) with the following boundary data: g = 0 on (f(a)f(b)) and g = 1 on (f(b)f(a)). By
maximum principle, we have λc,d(y) ≤ g(y) for every y ∈ [0, 1]× [0, iK]. Thus, we have
∂nλc,d(f(x)) ≥ ∂ng(f(x)) > 0, for all x ∈ (ab).
Next, we prove (5.4). For any wδ ∈ Ωδ, denote by Pwδ the law of random walk in Ωδ starting from
wδ. Define
uδ(wδ) :=P
wδ [RW hits (aδbδ) ∪ (cδdδ) at (cδdδ)] ,
u˜δ(wδ) :=P
wδ
[
RW hits (aδbδ) ∪ (cδdδ) at
(
c˜δd˜δ
)]
.
Note that
P
[
YMδ ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ = xδ
]
=
∑
vδ∼xδ
vδ∈Ωδ
Pvδ
[
RW hits (aδbδ) ∪ (cδdδ) at
(
c˜δd˜δ
)]
∑
vδ∼xδ
vδ∈Ωδ
Pvδ [RW hits (aδbδ) ∪ (cδdδ) at (cδdδ)] =
∑
vδ∼xδ
vδ∈Ωδ
u˜δ(vδ)∑
vδ∼xδ
vδ∈Ωδ
uδ(vδ)
.
The function u˜δ is a discrete harmonic function on Ωδ \ (aδbδ)∪ (cδdδ) with the following boundary data:
u˜δ = 0 on (aδbδ) ∪ (cδ c˜δ) ∪ (d˜δdδ) and u˜δ = 1 on (c˜δd˜δ). Similarly, uδ is a discrete harmonic function on
Ωδ \ (aδbδ)∪ (cδdδ) with the following boundary data: uδ = 0 on (aδbδ) and uδ = 1 on (cδdδ). By [CW19,
Corollary 3.8], for every  > 0, there exists s1 > 0 such that
1−  ≤ u˜δ(vδ)
uδ(vδ)
× uδ(yδ)
u˜δ(yδ)
≤ 1 + , for all yδ ∈ Ωδ ∩B(xδ, s1) \ ∂Ωδ and all xδ ∈ (a˜δ b˜δ).
This implies that
1−  ≤ P
[
YMδ ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ = xδ
]
× uδ(yδ)
u˜δ(yδ)
≤ 1 + .
We choose s < s14 . Since ∂Ω is locally connected (which means it is a curve), we can choose a simple curve
L such that s4 < d(L, (a˜b˜)) <
s
2 . Note that there exists δ1 > 0, for all δ < δ1, we can choose a discrete
simple curve Lδ ⊂ Ωδ with s4 < d(Lδ, (a˜δ b˜δ)) < s2 such that Lδ → L as curves. By the same argument as
in the proof of Lemma B.1, we have that u˜δ → λc˜,d˜ ◦ f and uδ → λc,d ◦ f locally uniformly in Ω. Then,
there exists δ2 > 0, if δ < δ2 and d(xδ, x) < s, for every yδ ∈ B(xδ, s) ∩ Lδ, there exists y ∈ B(x, s) ∩ L
such that ∣∣∣∣∣ u˜δ(yδ)uδ(yδ) − λc˜,d˜(f(y))λc,d(f(y))
∣∣∣∣∣ < .
Since f is continuous on Ω, we have diam(f(B(x, s)))→ 0 as s→ 0. By Taylor expansion, we can choose
s small enough such that∣∣∣∣∣λc˜,d˜(f(y))λc,d(f(y)) − ∂nλc˜,d˜(f(x))∂nλc,d(f(x))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ , for all x ∈ (a˜b˜) and y ∈ B(x, s) ∩ L.
This implies that, if δ < δ1 ∧ δ2 and d(xδ, x) < s, we have
(1− 3)
∂nλc˜,d˜(f(x))
∂nλc,d(f(x))
≤ P
[
YMδ ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ = xδ
]
≤ (1 + 3)
∂nλc˜,d˜(f(x))
∂nλc,d(f(x))
.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.4. The conditional law of YM given XM is given by
P[YM ∈ (c˜d˜) |XM ] =
∂nλc˜,d˜(f(X
M ))
∂nλc,d(f(XM ))
. (5.5)
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Proof. By the conformal invariance, we may assume Ω = (0, 1) × (0, iK). We couple (XMδ , YMδ ) and
(XM , YM ) together such thatXMδ → XM and YMδ → YM almost surely. Fix a polygon (Ω; a, a˜, b˜, b, c, c˜, d˜, d)
with eight marked points. Suppose that a sequence of medial polygons (Ωδ ; a

δ , a˜

δ , b˜

δ , b

δ , c

δ , c˜

δ , d˜

δ , d

δ) con-
verges to (Ω; a, a˜, b˜, b, c, c˜, d˜, d) in the sense of (4.2). For any δn → 0, we have
{XM ∈ (a˜b˜), YM ∈ (c˜d˜)} ⊂ ∪∞j=1 ∩∞n=j {XMδn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)}
⊂ ∩∞j=1 ∪∞n=j {XMδn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)} ⊂ {XM ∈ [a˜b˜], YM ∈ [c˜d˜]}.
Thus,
P[XM ∈ (a˜b˜), YM ∈ (c˜d˜)] ≤ lim
n→∞
P[XMδn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)]
≤ lim
n→∞P[X
M
δn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)] ≤ P[XM ∈ [a˜b˜], YM ∈ [c˜d˜]].
(5.6)
For every  > 0, we choose s the same as in Lemma 5.3. Divide (a˜b˜) into ∪mj=0[xjxj+1] with x0 = a˜
and xm+1 = b˜ such that the length of [xjxj+1] is less than s. Denote by {x0δn = a˜δn , x1δn , . . . , xm+1δn =
b˜δn} ⊂ (a˜δn b˜δn) the discrete approximation. By Lemma 5.3, for n large enough, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣P[XMδn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)]−
m∑
j=0
∂nλc˜,d˜(x
j)
∂nλc,d(xj)
P[XMδn ∈ [xjδnx
j+1
δn
]]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ .
By Lemma 5.2, the law of XM is uniform on (ab). This implies that
lim
n→∞P[X
M
δn ∈ [xjδnx
j+1
δn
]] = P[XM ∈ [xjxj+1]], for 0 ≤ j ≤ m.
Thus, we have
lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣∣∣P[XMδn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)]−
m∑
j=0
∂nλc˜,d˜(x
j)
∂nλc,d(xj)
P[XM ∈ [xjxj+1]]
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ .
By letting s→ 0(m→∞) and → 0, we have
lim
n→∞P[X
M
δn ∈ (a˜δn b˜δn), YMδn ∈ (c˜δn d˜δn)] =
∫ b˜
a˜
∂nλc˜,d˜(x)
∂nλc,d(x)
dx.
Plugging into (5.6), we have
P[XM ∈ (a˜b˜), YM ∈ (c˜d˜)] ≤
∫ b˜
a˜
∂nλc˜,d˜(x)
∂nλc,d(x)
dx ≤ P[XM ∈ [a˜b˜], YM ∈ [c˜d˜]].
Note that the marginal law of XM is uniform on (ab) and the marginal law of YM is uniform on (cd), we
have
P[XM ∈ (a˜b˜), YM ∈ (c˜d˜)] = P[XM ∈ [a˜b˜], YM ∈ [c˜d˜]].
Therefore,
P[XM ∈ (a˜b˜), YM ∈ (c˜d˜)] =
∫ b˜
a˜
∂nλc˜,d˜(x)
∂nλc,d(x)
dx.
This gives (5.5) and completes the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. The convergence of (XMδ , Y
M
δ ) and the law of x
M = f(XM ) is derived Lemma 5.2.
The conditional law of YM given XM is derived in Lemma 5.4. We only need to explain that (5.5) is
equivalent to (5.3). Consider the following two functions:
λc˜,d˜(·) and
∫ f(d˜)
f(c˜)
PK(·, r)dr.
Both of them are harmonic functions on (0, 1) × (0, iK). Their boundary data is the same except at
(f(c˜)f(d˜)) along which both of them are constant. Both of them are bounded on [0, 1] × [0, iK]. Thus,
they are the same up to a multiplicative constant. This explains the equivalence between (5.5) and (5.3).
Let us calculate the outer normal derivative of PK : for x, y ∈ (0, 1),
∂nPK(z, y + iK)|z=x = pi
4K
∑
n∈Z
(
1
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x− y − 2n)
) + 1
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x+ y − 2n)
)) , (5.7)
where the right-hand side is the same as ρK(x, y) defined in (1.1). From here, we have∫ 1
0
(∂nPK(z, y + iK)|z=x) dy
=
pi
4K
∑
n∈Z
(∫ 1
0
dy
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x− y − 2n)
) + ∫ 1
0
dy
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x+ y − 2n)
))
=
pi
4K
∑
n∈Z
(∫ 2n+1
2n
dr
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x− r)
) + ∫ 2n
2n−1
dr
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x− r)
))
=
pi
4K
∫ +∞
−∞
dr
cosh2
(
pi
2K (x− r)
) = 1
2
∫ +∞
−∞
dr
cosh2(r)
= 1.
Therefore,
∂nλc˜,d˜(f(X
M ))
∂nλc,d(f(XM ))
=
∫ f(d˜)
f(c˜)
ρK(x
M ,Rey)dy. (5.8)
This gives the density in (1.1) and completes the proof.
Corollary 5.5. Fix a polygon (Ω; a, x, b, c, c˜, d˜, d) with seven marked points. Suppose that a sequence of
medial polygons (Ωδ ; a

δ , x

δ , b

δ , c

δ , c˜

δ , d˜

δ , d

δ) converges to (Ω; a, x, b, c, c˜, d˜, d) in the sense of (4.2). Denote
by f = f(Ω;a,b,c,d) the conformal map from Ω onto (0, 1)×(0, iK) which sends (a, b, c, d) to (0, 1, 1+iK, iK)
and extend its definition continuously to the boundary. Then, we have
lim
δ→0
P
[
YMδ ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ = xδ
]
=
∫ f(d˜)
f(c˜)
ρK(f(x),Rey)dy. (5.9)
Proof. First let δ → 0 and then let → 0 in (5.4), combining with (5.8), we obtain the conclusion.
We emphasize that the assumption on ∂Ω in Corollary 5.5 is locally connected, and we do not require
extra regularity.
5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.5
The joint law of (XM , YM ) in Theorem 1.5 is given in Proposition 5.1, and to complete the proof of
Theorem 1.5, it remains to show that the conditional law of γM given XM is SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1). We
follow the strategy in [Zha08c] and transform the notations into an amenable way. We fix the following
notation in this section.
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• Fix d = −∞ < a < b < c. Denote by K the conformal modulus of the quad (H; a, b, c,∞) and by
f(·; a, b, c) the conformal map from H onto (0, 1)× (0, iK) sending (a, b, c,∞) to (0, 1, 1 + iK, iK).
• Define
P (z; a,w, b, c) := PK(f(z; a, b, c), f(w; a, b, c)), ∀z ∈ H, (5.10)
where PK is given in (5.1). Note that P (·; ·, ·, ·, ·) is smooth on H×{(a,w, b, c) ∈ R4 : a < w < b < c}.
Fix a < w < b < c, it is the Poisson kernel on H with the boundary data:
P (·; a,w, b, c) = 0, on (a,w) ∪ (w, b) ∪ (c,∞); ∂nP (·; a,w, b, c) = 0, on (−∞, a) ∪ (b, c); (5.11)
and the normalization: ∫ ∞
c
(∂nP (z; a,w, b, c)|z=x)dx = 1. (5.12)
First of all, we show that the Poisson kernel satisfies a certain PDE.
Lemma 5.6. For a < w < b < c and z ∈ H, consider the function P (z; a,w, b, c) in (5.10). Denote by
∂x the partial derivative with respect to the real part of the first (complex) variable and by ∂y the partial
derivative with respect to the imaginary part of the first (complex) variable. Define
D := 2
a− w∂a +
2
b− w∂b +
2
c− w∂c + 2
f ′′(w; a, b, c)
f ′(w; a, b, c)
∂w + ∂
2
w + Re
(
2
z − w
)
∂x + Im
(
2
z − w
)
∂y.
Then, we have DP (z; a,w, b, c) = 0.
Proof. When there is no ambiguity, we write ∂nP (z; a,w, b, c)|z=x as ∂nP (x; a,w, b, c). Define
V(z) := DP (z; a,w, b, c). (5.13)
First, we show that V(·) has the same boundary data as P (·; a,w, b, c). From (5.11), we have P (z; a,w, b, c) =
0 for all a < z 6= w < b < c. Thus
`P (z; a,w, b, c) = 0, ∀a < z 6= w < b < c, for all ` = ∂a, ∂b, ∂c, ∂w, ∂2w, ∂x.
Therefore, V(·) = 0 on (a,w) ∪ (w, b). Similarly, since P (z; a,w, b, c) = 0 for all a < w < b < c < z, we
have V(·) = 0 on (c,+∞). Since ∂nP (x; a,w, b, c) = 0 for all a < w < b < x < c or x < a < w < b < c,
we have
∂n`P (x; a,w, b, c) =`∂nP (x; a,w, b, c) = 0, for all ` = ∂a, ∂b, ∂c, ∂w, ∂
2
w,
∂n
(
Re
2
z − w∂xP (z; a,w, b, c)
) ∣∣∣
z=x
=
2
x− w∂x∂nP (x; a,w, b, c) = 0,
∂n
(
Im
2
z − w∂yP (z; a,w, b, c)
) ∣∣∣
z=x
=
−2
(x− w)2∂nP (x; a,w, b, c) = 0,
∀a < w < b < x < c or x < a < w < b < c.
Here the interchange of ∂n and ∂a, ∂b, ∂c, ∂w, ∂x is legal due to the explicit form of P (z; a,w, b, c) in (5.10).
Thus, ∂nV(·) = 0 on (b, c) ∪ (−∞, a).
Second, we show that V(·) is harmonic in H. Note that by the explicit form of P (z; a,w, b, c) in (5.10),
there exists a smooth function G(·; ·, ·, ·, ·) on H× {(a,w, b, c) ∈ R4 : a < w < b < c} which is analytic on
H \ {a, b, c} when a < w < b < c is fixed, such that
P (z; a,w, b, c) = Im
(
G(z; a,w, b, c) +
K
pif ′(w; a, b, c)
1
z − w
)
, ∀z ∈ H, w ∈ (a, b).
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Then, we calculate(
Re
(
2
z − w
)
∂x + Im
(
2
z − w
)
∂y
)
P (z; a,w, b, c)
=Im
(
2G′(z; a,w, b, c)
z − w −
2K
pif ′(w; a, b, c)(z − w)3
)
∂wP (z; a,w, b, c)
=Im
(
∂wG(z; a,w, b, c) +
K
pif ′(w; a, b, c)
1
(z − w)2 −
K
pi
f ′′(w; a, b, c)
f ′(w; a, b, c)2
1
z − w
)
∂2wP (z; a,w, b, c)
=Im
(
∂2wG(z; a,w, b, c)−
K
pi
f ′′′(w; a, b, c)f ′(w; a, b, c)− 2f ′′(w; a, b, c)2
f ′(w; a, b, c)3
1
z − w
)
+ Im
(
2K
pif ′(w; a, b, c)
1
(z − w)3 −
2K
pi
f ′′(w; a, b, c)
f ′(w; a, b, c)2
1
(z − w)2
)
.
Therefore, we have
V(z) = Im
(
G1(z) +
G2(z)
z − w
)
,
where G1 and G2 are analytic functions on H \ {a, b, c}. This implies that V is harmonic.
Finally, we prove that V(z) = 0 for every z ∈ H. To this end, we evaluate the value of ∫∞c ∂nV(x)dx.
On the one hand, consider the following function:
V(·)− pi
K
G2(w)f
′(w; a, b, c)P (·; a,w, b, c).
It is harmonic on H, and it has the same boundary data as P (·; a,w, b, c). Moreover, it is bounded near
w from the construction and it is bounded near a, b, c,∞ due to Lemma 5.7. Thus, it is bounded in H.
Therefore, it has to vanish. This implies that∫ +∞
c
∂nV(x)dx = piG2(w)f
′(w; a, b, c)
K
∫ +∞
c
∂nP (x; a,w, b, c)dx =
pi
K
G2(w)f
′(w; a, b, c), (5.14)
where the second equal sign is due to (5.12). On the other hand, we have∫ ∞
c
∂n`P (x; a,w, b, c)dx = `
∫ ∞
c
∂nP (x; a,w, b, c)dx = 0, for ` = ∂a, ∂b, ∂w, ∂
2
w; (by (5.12))∫ ∞
c
∂n
2
c− w∂cP (x; a,w, b, c)dx =
2
c− w
∫ ∞
c
∂c∂nP (x; a,w, b, c)dx =
2
c− w∂nP (c; a,w, b, c);
(by (5.12))∫ ∞
c
(
∂n
(
Re
2
z − w∂xP (z; a,w, b, c)
)) ∣∣∣
z=x
dx
=
∫ ∞
c
2
x− w∂x∂nP (x; a,w, b, c)dx =
−2
c− w∂nP (c; a,w, b, c) +
∫ ∞
c
2
(x− w)2∂nP (x; a,w, b, c)dx;∫ ∞
c
(
∂n
(
Im
2
z − w∂yP (z; a,w, b, c)
)) ∣∣∣
z=x
dx =
∫ ∞
c
−2
(x− w)2∂nP (x; a,w, b, c)dx.
Therefore, ∫ +∞
c
∂nV(x)dx =
∫ ∞
c
∂nDP (z; a,w, b, c)
∣∣∣
z=x
dx = 0.
Comparing with (5.14), we have G2(w) = 0 and V = 0.
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Lemma 5.7. The function V in (5.13) is bounded near a, b, c,∞.
Proof. We first investigate its behavior around a. From (4.17), we have
f(z; a, b, c) = K
(
arcsin
√
z − a
b− a ,
b− a
c− a
)
/K
(
b− a
c− a
)
,
and
K = K(a, b, c) = ImK
(
arcsin
√
c− a
b− a,
b− a
c− a
)
/K
(
b− a
c− a
)
.
Note that f(·; ·, ·, ·) is smooth on H \ {a, b, c} × {(a, b, c) ∈ R3 : a < b < c} and K(·, ·, ·) is smooth on
{(a, b, c) ∈ R3 : a < b < c}. This implies that ∂wP and ∂2wP are continuous at a. Moreover, for all
` ∈ {∂a, ∂b, ∂c, ∂x, ∂y}, we have
∂`P (z; a,w, b, c) =Im
∑
n∈Z
1
sinh2
(
pi
2K (2n− f(w; a, b, c) + f(z; a, b, c))
)∂` ( pi
4K
(f(z; a, b, c)− f(w; a, b, c))
)
− Im
∑
n∈Z
1
sinh2
(
pi
2K (2n− f(w; a, b, c)− f(z; a, b, c))
)∂` ( pi
4K
(f(z; a, b, c) + f(w; a, b, c))
)
.
Denote by z˜ := arcsin
√
(z − a)/(b− a) and s := (b− a)/(c− a). We have
∂bf(z; a, b, c) = −
√
(c− a)(z − a)
2(b− a)K(s)√(c− z)(b− z) + ∂xK(z˜, s)(c− a)K(s) − K(z˜, s)K′(s)(c− a)K2(s) ;
∂cf(z; a, b, c) = −(b− a)∂xK(z˜, s)
(c− a)2K(s) +
(b− a)K(z˜, s)K′(s)
(c− a)2K2(s) .
This implies that
∂bP (z; a,w, b, c)→ 0, ∂cP (z; a,w, b, c)→ 0, as z → a. (5.15)
We have ∣∣∣∣∂yf(z; a,w, b, c)Im( 2z − w
)∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣
√
c− a
2
√
(b− z)(c− z)(z − a)K(s)Im
2
z − w
∣∣∣∣∣
=
√
c− a× Imz
|√(b− z)(c− z)(z − a)|K(s)|z − w|2 .
Thus,
∂yP (z; a,w, b, c)Im
(
2
z − w
)
→ 0, as z → a. (5.16)
We have (
2
a− w∂a + Re
(
2
z − w
)
∂x
)
f(z; a,w, b, c)
=
√
c− a√
(c− z)(b− z)(z − a)K(s)
(
z − a
(b− a)(a− w) − Re
z − a
(z − w)(a− w)
)
+
(b− c)∂xK(z˜, s)
(c− a)2K(s) −
(b− c)K(z˜, s)K′(s)
(c− a)2K2(s) .
Thus, (
2
a− w∂a + Re
(
2
z − w∂x
))
P (z; a,w, b, c)→ 0, as z → a. (5.17)
Recall that ∂wP and ∂
2
wP are continuous at a, combining with (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), we see that V(z)
remains bounded as z → a. We may show that it is also bounded near b, c,∞ similarly.
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In the following lemma, we show that the Poisson kernel (5.10) gives a martingale observable for
SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1). In fact, this lemma is not needed in this article, but it explains the origin of the
PDE in Lemma 5.6, thus we still keep it.
Lemma 5.8. Suppose d = −∞ < a < w < b < c. Let γ ∼ SLE2(−1;−1,−1) in H from w to ∞ with
force points (a; b, c). Denote by (Wt, t ≥ 0) be the driving function and by (gt, t ≥ 0) the corresponding
conformal maps. Denote by (Ft, t ≥ 0) the filtration generated by γ. Fix z ∈ H, the process
(P (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c)), t ≥ 0)
is a local martingale with respect to the filtration (Ft, t ≥ 0).
Proof. From Itoˆ’s formula, we have
dP (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c))
=DP (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c))dt+ ∂wP (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c))
(
dWt − 2f
′′(Wt; gt(a), gt(b), gt(c))
f ′(Wt; gt(a), gt(b), gt(c))
dt
)
=∂wP (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c))
(
dWt − 2f
′′(Wt; gt(a), gt(b), gt(c))
f ′(Wt; gt(a), gt(b), gt(c))
dt
)
. (by Lemma 5.6)
From (4.17), we have
f(z; a, b, c) = K
(
arcsin
√
z − a
b− a ,
b− a
c− a
)
/K
(
b− a
c− a
)
.
From (A.8), we have
2
f ′′(w; a, b, c)
f ′(w; a, b, c)
=
1
a− w +
1
b− w +
1
c− w. (5.18)
Therefore,
dWt =
√
2dBt + 2
f ′′(Wt; gt(a), gt(b), gt(c))
f ′(Wt; gt(a), gt(b), gt(c))
dt,
and
dP (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c)) = ∂wP (gt(z); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c))
√
2dBt.
This completes the proof.
Corollary 5.9. For a < w < b < c < x, define
F (x; a,w, b, c) = ∂nP (z; a,w, b, c)|z=x. (5.19)
Then we have(
2
a− w∂a +
2
b− w∂b +
2
c− w∂c + 2
f ′′(w; a, b, c)
f ′(w; a, b, c)
∂w + ∂
2
w +
2
x− w∂x +
−2
(x− w)2
)
F = 0. (5.20)
Proof. The PDE (5.20) can be obtained by taking ∂n in DP = 0 from Lemma 5.6.
Now, we come back to derive the conditional law of γM given XM in Theorem 1.5. We will argue
that the conditional density in (5.3) gives a martingale observable for γM .
Lemma 5.10. Assume the same setup as in Theorem 1.5. Choose a conformal map φ from Ω onto H
such that φ(d) = ∞ and φ(a) < φ(b) < φ(c). Denote by (Wt, t ≥ 0) the driving function of φ
(
γM
)
and
by (gt, t ≥ 0) the corresponding conformal maps. For any x ∈ (φ(c),+∞), then the process(
g′t(x)F (gt(x); gt(φ(a)),Wt, gt(φ(b)), gt(φ(c))), t ≥ 0
)
is a martingale up to the first time that γM hits (cd) where F is defined in (5.19).
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Proof. Fix two boundary points c˜, d˜ such that a, b, c, c˜, d˜, d are in counterclockwise order. Choose a
sequence of medial polygons (Ωδ ; a

δ , b

δ , c

δ , c˜

δ , d˜

δ , d

δ) converges to (Ω; a, b, c, c˜, d˜, d) in the sense of (4.2)
and choose a sequence of conformal maps φδ : Ωδ → H with φδ(dδ) =∞ such that φ−1δ converges to φ−1
uniformly on H as δ → 0. By Theorem 1.4, we have that γMδ → γM in law as δ → 0. Couple {γMδ }δ>0 and
γM together such that γMδ → γM almost surely as δ → 0. Recall that XM = γM ∩ (ab), YM = γM ∩ (cd)
and XMδ = γ
M
δ ∩ (aδbδ), YMδ = γMδ ∩ (cδdδ).
We parameterize φ(γM ) by the half-plane capacity and parameterize γM such that φ(γM (t)) =
φ(γM )(t). Denote by T the first time that γM hits (cd). For  > 0, define T = inf{t : d(γM (t), (ba)) =
}. For t < T , denote by Kt the conformal modulus of the quad (H; gt(φ(a)), gt(φ(b)), gt(φ(c)),∞)
and by ft the conformal map from H onto (0, 1) × (0, iKt) sending (gt(φ(a)), gt(φ(b)), gt(φ(c)),∞) to
(0, 1, 1 + iKt, iKt).
We parameterize γMδ similarly, define T
δ
 = inf{t : d(γMδ , (bδaδ)) = }. We may assume T δ → T
almost surely as δ → 0 by considering the continuous modification, see details in [Kar19] and [Kar20].
For every t < T δ , define Ωδ(t) := Ωδ \ γMδ [0, t]. The boundary conditions of Ωδ(t) are inherited from
(Ωδ; aδ, bδ, cδ, dδ) and γ
M
δ [0, t] as follows: (aδbδ) ∪ γMδ [0, t] is wired and (cδdδ) is wired. Consider the
UST in the quad (Ωδ(t); aδ, bδ, cδ, dδ) with such boundary condition. Let γ
M
δ,t be the unique branch
from (aδbδ) ∪ γMδ [0, t] to (cδdδ) in the UST on Ωδ(t). Denote by XMδ (t) the starting point of γMδ,t on
(aδbδ) ∪ γMδ [0, t] and by YMδ (t) the ending point of γMδ,t on (cδdδ). For any bounded continuous function
R on curves, we have
E
[
1{YMδ ∈(c˜δ d˜δ)}R(γ
M
δ [0, t ∧ T δ ])
]
= E
[
P
[
YMδ (t ∧ T δ ) ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ (t ∧ T δ ) = γMδ (t ∧ T δ )
]
R(γMδ [0, t ∧ T δ ])
]
.
From the convergence of γMδ to γ
M , we have
E
[
1{YMδ ∈(c˜δ d˜δ)}R(γ
M
δ [0, t ∧ T δ ])
]
→ E
[
1{YM∈(c˜d˜)}R(γ
M [0, t ∧ T])
]
, as δ → 0. (5.21)
From Corollary 5.5, we have
P
[
YMδ (t ∧ T δ ) ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ (t ∧ T δ ) = γMδ (t ∧ T δ )
]
→
∫ ft∧T (gt∧T (φ(d˜)))
ft∧T (gt∧T (φ(c˜)))
ρKt∧T (ft∧T(Wt∧T),Rey)dy,
where ρK is defined in (1.1). Thus, by bounded convergence theorem, we have
E
[
E
[
YMδ (t ∧ T δ ) ∈ (c˜δd˜δ) |XMδ (t ∧ T δ ) = γM (t ∧ T δ )
]
R(γMδ [0, t ∧ T δ ])
]
→ E
[
R(γM [0, t ∧ T])
∫ ft∧T (gt∧T (φ(d˜)))
ft∧T (gt∧T (φ(c˜)))
ρKt∧T (ft∧T(Wt∧T),Rey)dy
]
, as δ → 0.
(5.22)
Combining (5.21) and (5.22), we have
E
[
1{YM∈(c˜d˜)}R(γ
M ([0, t ∧ T]))
]
= E
[
R(γM ([0, t ∧ T]))
∫ ft∧T (gt∧T (φ(d˜)))
ft∧T (gt∧T (φ(c˜)))
ρKt∧T (ft∧T(Wt∧T),Rey)dy
]
.
This implies that the process (∫ ft(gt(φ(d˜)))
ft(gt(φ(c˜)))
ρKt(ft(Wt),Rey)dy, t ≥ 0
)
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is a martingale up to T. Thus, the process(
(ft ◦ gt)′(x)ρKt(ft(Wt),Reft(gt(x))), t ≥ 0
)
is a martingale up to T for every x ∈ (φ(c),+∞). Combining (1.1), (5.7), (5.10) and (5.19), we have
F (x;φ(a),W0, φ(b), φ(c)) = f
′(x)ρK(f(W0),Ref(x)).
Thus, the process (
g′t(x)F (gt(x); gt(φ(a)),Wt, gt(φ(b)), gt(φ(c))), t ≥ 0
)
is a martingale up to T for every x ∈ (φ(c),+∞). From Lemma 4.9, the curve γM intersects ∂Ω only at
two ends almost surely. Thus T → T as → 0. This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The joint law of (XM , YM ) is derived in Proposition 5.1. It remains to show that
the conditional law of γM given XM is SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1). To this end, we may assume Ω = H with
d = ∞ and a < b < c and parameterize γM by the half-plane capacity. Denote by T the first time that
γM hits (c,∞). Denote by (Wt, t ≥ 0) the driving function of γM and by (gt, t ≥ 0) the corresponding
conformal maps. For a < w < b < c < x, define F (x; a,w, b, c) as in (5.19). Lemma 5.10 tells that the
process
(g′t(x)F (gt(x); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c)), t ≥ 0)
is a martingale up to T . By the same argument in [Kar20, Lemma 5.3], we can deduce that (Wt, t ≥ 0)
is a semimartingale. Denote by Lt the drift term of Wt. By Itoˆ’s formula, we have(
2
gt(x)−Wt∂x +
2
gt(a)−Wt∂a +
2
gt(b)−Wt∂b +
2
gt(c)−Wt∂c +
−2
(gt(x)−Wt)2
)
Fdt
+∂wFdLt +
1
2
∂2wFd〈W 〉t = 0.
Combining with (5.20), we have
∂wF
(
dLt − 2f
′′(w; a, b, c)
f ′(w; a, b, c)
dt
)
+
1
2
∂2wF (d〈W 〉t − 2dt) = 0.
From (5.18), it simplifies as
∂wF
(
dLt −
(
1
gt(a)−Wt +
1
gt(b)−Wt +
1
gt(c)−Wt
)
dt
)
+
1
2
∂2wF (d〈W 〉t − 2dt) = 0. (5.23)
Note that (5.23) holds for all x ∈ Q∩(c,+∞) almost surely. By the continuity, we have that (5.23) holds for
all x ∈ (c,+∞) almost surely. Now we fix (a, b, c) and t. Define S1(x) := ∂wF (gt(x); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c))
and S2(x) := ∂
2
wF (gt(x); gt(a),Wt, gt(b), gt(c)). It suffices to prove
∃x, x′ ∈ (c,∞) such that S1(x)S2(x′) 6= S2(x)S1(x′). (5.24)
Assume this is true, then we have
dLt =
(
1
gt(a)−Wt +
1
gt(b)−Wt +
1
gt(c)−Wt
)
dt and d〈W 〉t = 2dt.
This shows that γM is SLE2(−1;−1,−1) as desired.
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It remains to show (5.24). Denote f(·) = f(·; a, b, c). Note that
S1(x) =− 2f(gt(x))
pi
4K
× pi
2K
f
′
(Wt)×
∑
n∈Z
 sinh
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt)− Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
)
cosh3
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt)− Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
) + sinh
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt) + Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
)
cosh3
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt) + Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
)
 ,
S2(x) =
f ′′(Wt)
f ′(Wt)
S1(x)
+ 2f
′
(gt(x))
pi
4K
×
(
pi
2K
f
′
(Wt)
)2
×
∑
n∈Z
 2 sinh2
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt)− Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
)
− 1
cosh4
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt)− Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
) + 2 sinh2
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt) + Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
)
− 1
cosh4
(
pi
2K
(f(Wt) + Ref(gt(x))− 2n)
)
 .
Define
R1(z) :=
∑
n∈Z
(
cosh
(
pi
2K (f(Wt)− z − 2n)
)
sinh3
(
pi
2K (f(Wt)− z − 2n)
) + cosh ( pi2K (f(Wt) + z − 2n))
sinh3
(
pi
2K (f(Wt) + z − 2n)
))
and
R2(z) := −
∑
n∈Z
(
2 cosh2
(
pi
2K (f(Wt)− z − 2n)
)
+ 1
sinh4
(
pi
2K (f(Wt)− z − 2n)
) + 2 cosh2 ( pi2K (f(Wt) + z − 2n))+ 1
sinh4
(
pi
2K (f(Wt) + z − 2n)
) ) .
If (5.24) is false, then S1(x)/S2(x) is constant for x > c. Thus, there exists λ (which is random) such
that (R1−λR2)(z)|z∈(iK,1+iK) = 0. Since R1 and R2 are analytic functions in (0, 1)× (0, iK), this implies
that R1 = λR2 in (0, 1) × (0, iK). This is a contradiction by considering the asymptotic of R1 and R2
when z → f(Wt):
lim
z→f(Wt)
R1(z)(z − f(Wt))3 =
(−2K
pi
)3
, lim
z→f(Wt)
R2(z)(z − f(Wt))4 = −3
(
2K
pi
)4
.
This completes the proof.
5.3 Proof of Proposition 1.3
In this section, we will complete the proof of Proposition 1.3. The proof starts from Lemma 5.12 and the
readers may read from there directly. Before that, we give the following observation in the discrete for
UST which explains the origin for Lemma 5.12.
Fix a Dobrushin domain (Ω; c, d) such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Suppose (Ωδ; cδ, dδ) is an approxima-
tion of (Ω; c, d) on δZ2 as in Section 4.1. Let Tδ be the UST in (Ωδ; cδ, dδ) with (cδdδ) wired. Denote by
ηδ the associated Peano curve along Tδ from dδ to cδ . Fix a ∈ (dc) and let aδ be the medial vertex along
(cδd

δ) nearest to a. Let aδ ∈ V (Ωδ) be the primal vertex in Ωδ that is nearest to aδ . Let a∗δ (resp. b∗δ)
be the dual vertex along (d∗δc
∗
δ) that is nearest to a

δ and is closer to d
∗
δ (resp. closer to c
∗
δ) along (d
∗
δc
∗
δ).
See Figure 5.2. We divide the Peano curve ηδ into two parts: denote by η˜
L
δ the part of ηδ from d

δ to a

δ ,
and denote by ηRδ the part of ηδ from a

δ to c

δ . Denote by η
L
δ the time-reversal of η˜
L
δ . There is a branch
in Tδ connecting aδ to (cδdδ) and we denote it by γδ. We parameterize γδ so that it starts from aδ and
terminates when it hits (cδdδ). We have the convergence of the triple (η
L
δ ; γδ; η
R
δ ).
Lemma 5.11. Fix a polygon (Ω; d, a, c) with three marked points such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Suppose
that a sequence of medial polygons (Ωδ ; d

δ , a

δ , c

δ) converges to (Ω; d, a, c) as in (4.2). Then the triple
(ηLδ ; γδ; η
R
δ ) converges weakly to a triple of continuous curves (η
L; γ; ηR) whose law is characterized as
follows. Let η be an SLE8 in Ω from d to c and let Ta be the first time that it swallows a. Then, the joint
distribution of (ηL; ηR) is the same as (η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta ; η(t), t ≥ Ta); and γ = ηL ∩ ηR.
Proof. First of all, we prove the tightness of {(ηLδ ; γδ; ηRδ )}. The tightness of {ηLδ } and {ηRδ } is given in the
proof of Theorem 4.1. The tightness of {γδ} can be proved in the same way as in Lemma 4.9. Therefore,
the triple {(ηLδ ; γδ; ηRδ )} is tight.
Next, we determine the law of subsequential limits. Suppose (ηL; γ; ηR) is any subsequential limit.
There exists {δn} with δn → 0 as n → ∞, such that ηLδn → ηL and γδn → γ and ηRδn → ηR in law as
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Figure 5.2: In the left panel, the solid edges in black are wired boundary arc (cd), and the solid edges in red are
dual-wired boundary arc (d∗c∗). The thin edges are in the UST. The thin edges in red are the branch γ in the tree
connecting a to (cd). In the right panel, the solid edges in blue are γ[0, τ ] and the solid edges in green are γ[τ, T ].
The two orange curves are ηL and ηR.
n → ∞. By Theorem 4.1, {ηδn}n converges weakly to η as n → ∞. Thus, (ηL; ηR) has the same law as
(η(Ta− t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta ; η(t), t ≥ Ta). Since SLE8 is space filling, we have γ = ηL ∩ ηR. This completes the
proof.
From the observation in Lemma 5.11, we arrive at the following lemma.
Lemma 5.12. Fix a polygon (Ω; d, a, c) with three marked points such that ∂Ω is C1 and simple. Let η be
an SLE8 in Ω from d to c and let Ta be the first time that it swallows a. Denote by γ the right boundary of
η[0, Ta]. Denote by Ω
L and ΩR the two conected components of Ω \ γ such that ΩL has d on the boundary
and ΩR has c on the boundary. The joint law of the triple
(η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta; γ; η(t), t ≥ Ta)
can be characterized as follows: γ is SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in Ω from a to (cd) with force points (d, a−; a+, c);
given γ, the conditional law of (η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta) is SLE8 in ΩL from a− to d and the conditional
law of (η(t), t ≥ Ta) is SLE8 in ΩR from a+ to c, and (η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta) and (η(t), t ≥ Ta) are
conditionally independent given γ.
Proof. The marginal law of γ is given by Theorem 2.1. The conditional law of (η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤
Ta; η(t), t ≥ Ta) given γ can be found in [MS16a]. Note that, the conclusion can also be proved in the
same way as in Theorem 1.4, thanks to the observation in Lemma 5.11 and Figure 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 1.3. Assume the same notation as in Lemma 5.12. We parameterize γ so that it
starts from a and terminates when it hits (cd) at time T . Let τ be any stopping time of γ before T .
Consider the conditional law of the following triple given γ[0, τ ]:
(η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta; γ(t), τ ≤ t ≤ T ; η(t), t ≥ Ta).
From Lemma 5.12, the law of (γ(t), τ ≤ t ≤ T ) is SLE2(−1,−1;−1,−1) in H \ γ[0, τ ] from γ(τ) to
(−∞, x) with force points (d, a−; a+, c); the conditional law of (η(Ta− t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta) given γ[τ, T ] is SLE8
in ΩL from a− to d, the conditional law of (η(t), t ≥ Ta) given γ[τ, T ] is SLE8 in ΩR from a+ to c, and
(η(Ta − t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta) and (η(t), t ≥ Ta) are conditionally independent given γ[τ, T ]. Comparing with
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Theorems 1.4 and 1.5, we see that the triple has the same law as the triple (ηL; γM ; ηR) in Theorem 1.4 in
the quad (Ω\γ[0, τ ]; d, a−, a+, c) conditional on XM = γ(τ). In particular, the law of (η(Ta−t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Ta)
is hSLE8 in Ω \ γ[0, τ ] from a− to d conditional that its last hitting point of γ[0, τ ] is γ(τ). Combining
with reversibility of hSLE8, we obtain the conclusion.
A Hypergeometric function and elliptic integral
For A,B,C ∈ R, the hypergeometric function is defined for |z| < 1 by the power series:
F (z) = 2F1(A,B,C; z) =
∞∑
n=0
(A)n(B)n
(C)n
zn
n!
, (A.1)
where (x)n := x(x+ 1) · · · (x+ n− 1) for n ≥ 1 and (x)n = 1 for n = 0. The power series is well-defined
when C 6∈ {0,−1,−2,−3, . . .}. The hypergeometric function is a solution of Euler’s hypergeometric
differential equation:
z(1− z)F ′′(z) +
(
2ν + 8
κ
− 2ν + 2κ
κ
z
)
F ′(z)− 2(ν + 2)(κ− 4)
κ2
F (z) = 0. (A.2)
We collect some properties for hypergeometric functions here. For z ∈ (−1, 1), we have (see [AS92,
Eq. 15.2.1 and Eq. 15.3.3])
2F1(A,B,C; z) = (1− z)C−A−B 2F1(C −A,C −B,C; z), (A.3)
d
dz
2F1(A,B,C; z) =
AB
C
2F1(A+ 1, B + 1, C + 1; z). (A.4)
The series (A.1) is absolutely convergent on z ∈ [0, 1] when C > A + B and C 6∈ {0,−1,−2, ...}. In
this case, we have (see [AS92, Eq. 15.1.20])
2F1(A,B,C; 1) =
Γ(C)Γ(C −A−B)
Γ(C −A)Γ(C −B) , (A.5)
where Γ is Gamma Function.
Denote by K the elliptic integral of the first kind (see [AS92, Eq. 17.2.6]): for ϕ ∈ H and x ∈ (0, 1),
K(ϕ, x) :=
∫ ϕ
0
dθ√
1− x sin2 θ
, K(x) :=
∫ pi/2
0
dθ√
1− x sin2 θ
. (A.6)
There is a relation between complete elliptic integral and hypergeometric function (see [AS92, Eq. 17.3.9]):
K(x) = pi
2
2F1
(
1
2
,
1
2
, 1;x
)
, ∀x ∈ (0, 1). (A.7)
Let us calculate the derivatives of K:
∂ϕK(ϕ, x) = 1√
1− x sin2 ϕ
, ∂2ϕK(ϕ, x) =
x sinϕ cosϕ√
1− x sin2 ϕ3
, ∂ϕ∂xK(ϕ, x) = sin
2 ϕ
2
√
1− x sin2 ϕ3
. (A.8)
The derivatives ∂xK and ∂2xK involve the elliptic integral of the second kind, but luckily, we do not need
them.
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B Convergence of discrete harmonic functions
Lemma B.1. Fix a quad (Ω; a, b, c, d) and fix a conformal map ξ from Ω onto U and extend its definition
continuously to the boundary. Suppose a sequence of domains (Ωδ; aδ, bδ, cδ, dδ) converges to (Ω; a, b, c, d)
in the Carathe´odory sense as δ → 0. For z ∈ V (Ωδ), let uδ(z) be the probability that a simple random
walk in Ωδ starting from z hits (aδbδ) before (cδdδ). Let u(z) be the bounded harmonic function on Ω such
that u◦ξ−1 satisfies the following boundary data: u◦ξ−1 = 1 on (ξ(a)ξ(b)), and u◦ξ−1 = 0 on (ξ(c)ξ(d)),
and ∂nu ◦ ξ−1 = 0 on (ξ(b)ξ(c)) ∪ (ξ(d)ξ(a)) where n is the outer normal vector. Then uδ converges to u
locally uniformly as δ → 0.
Proof. This is a consequence of [LSW04, Proposition 4.2]. We summarize the proof here for concreteness.
For any function gδ on V (Ωδ) or V (Ω
∗
δ), define its discrete derivatives as
∂δxgδ := δ
−1(gδ(v + δ)− gδ(v)), ∂δygδ := δ−1(gδ(v + iδ)− gδ(v)).
We extend uδ and all its derivatives to functions on Ωδ by linear interpolation.
First, we show that any subsequential limit of uδ is harmonic on Ω. Since uδ is discrete harmonic and
0 ≤ uδ ≤ 1, by [LSW04, Lemma 5.2], for any compact set S ⊂ Ω and k ∈ N, there exists a constant C > 0
which depends on S and k such that
|∂δa1∂δa2 · · · ∂δakuδ(v)| ≤ C, for any ∂δa1 , . . . , ∂δak ∈ {∂δx, ∂δy}, and v ∈ S ∩ Ωδ.
By Arzela-Ascoli theorem, for any sequence δn → 0, there exist a subsequence, still denoted by {δn}, and
continuous functions u, ux, uy, uxx, uyy such that
uδ → u, ∂δnx uδn → ux, ∂δny uδn → uy, ∂δnx ∂δnx uδn → ux, ∂δny ∂δny uδn → uy, locally uniformly.
This implies
ux = ∂xu, uy = ∂yu, uxx = ∂
2
xu, uyy = ∂
2
yu.
Since uδn is discrete harmonic, the function u is harmonic. This shows that any subsequential limit of uδ
is harmonic.
Next, we show that any subsequential limit u has the boundary data given in the statement. Note
that such boundary data and harmonicity and boundedness uniquely determines the subsequential limit,
hence gives the convergence of sequence uδ. From the definition of uδ and Beurling estimate, it is clear
that u = 1 on (ab) and u = 0 on (cd). To derive the boundary data along (bc)∪ (ad), we need to introduce
the discrete harmonic conjugate function v∗δ of uδ.
Define v∗δ = 0 on (b
∗
δc
∗
δ). For every oriented edge e
∗
δ = {x∗δ , y∗δ} ∈ E(Ω∗δ), there is a unique oriented
edge e = {xδ, yδ} ∈ E(Ωδ) which crosses e∗δ from its right-side. Define v∗δ (y∗δ )− v∗δ (x∗δ) := uδ(yδ)− uδ(xδ).
Since uδ is discrete harmonic, this is well-defined and v
∗
δ is constant on (d
∗
δa
∗
δ). Moreover, v
∗
δ takes its
maximum, denoted by Lδ, on (d
∗
δa
∗
δ).
We claim that {Lδ}δ>0 is uniformly bounded. Assume this is true, by the same argument as above, for
any sequence δn → 0, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by δn, and a constant K˜ and a harmonic
function v such that v∗δn → v and the other related derivatives also converge locally uniformly and that
Ln → K˜ as n→∞. From the construction and Beurling estimate, we have v = K˜ on (da) and v = 0 on
(bc). By the definition of v∗δ , the function fδ := uδ + iv
∗
δ is discrete holomorphic. Then, the convergence
of discrete derivatives implies that f := u + iv is conformal on Ω. By Schwartz reflection principle, we
can extend f ◦ ξ−1 to ∂U \ {ξ(a), ξ(b), ξ(c), ξ(d)} analytically. By Cauchy-Riemann equation, we have
∂n(u ◦ ξ−1) = ∂n(v ◦ ξ−1) = 0
on (ξ(b)ξ(c)) and (ξ(d)ξ(a)). This gives the required boundary data of u along (bc) ∪ (da).
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Finally, it remains to show that {Lδ}δ>0 is uniformly bounded. If this is not the case, there exists
a sequence δn → 0 such that Lδn → ∞ as n → ∞. By the same argument as above, the sequence
1
Ln
f(Ωδn ;aδn ,bδn ,cδn ,dδn ) converges to a conformal map h locally uniformly. In such case, we have Reh = 0
on Ω, thus h is constant. But Imh = 1 on (da) and Imh = 0 on (bc), this gives a contradiction. Thus,
{Lδ}δ>0 is uniformly bounded and we complete the proof.
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